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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation brings together empirical analyses of the impact of social 

insurance programs on compensating wage differentials under different institutional 

frameworks. 1 study three periods: the late nineteenth century prior to the introduction of 

Unemployment Insurance, the Great Depression when Unemployment Insurance is 

introduced, and then the recent period, in which UI has been long established. 

Initially, late nineteenth century labor markets with no social programs for 

workers were investigated. Three different data sets were analyzed from two different 

states, iMaine and Kansas, to examine the precautionary saving behavior of workers and 

the wage premium they received for the expected unemployment prevalent in their 

industry. Results showed that workers were receiving statistically and economically 

significant wage premiums in two of the three samples. Also, in two of the three 

samples, households were able to save against expected unemployment using family 

resources. 

In the second chapter, after reviewing the historical backgrounds of social 

insurance programs, namely Workers' Compensation, Compensation for Occupational 

Diseases, and Unemployment Insurance (UI). the empirical literature about the impacts 

of these programs on wages is reviewed. Later in the chapter, hours and earnings data for 

various manufacturing industries across forty-eight states for the years 1933-1939 are 

brought together with the state UI, Workers" Compensation, and Compensation for 

Occupational Diseases provisions to test the impact of these laws on wage rates. The 

economic history and origins of UI have not been elaborated before and no previous 



study has analyzed the simultaneous impacts of different social insurance programs. 

Results showed that higher accident rates, limited working hours and the higher regional 

cost of living had a positive impact on wages. Workers" Compensation continued to have 

a negative impact on wages. During its infancy, UI benefits did not have a statistically 

significant effect on wages. 

The last chapter analyzes the impact of UI and the unemployment rate for the 

labor market of the worker on wage rates using micro level modem data. Results from the 

analysis of the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth suggest that expected UI benefits 

have a negative and statistically significant impact on wages, holding worker and labor 

market characteristics constant. However, the unemployment rate of the labor market did 

not have a statistically significant impact on wages. 
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1.INTRODUCTION 

When social insurance programs emerged in the United States and in many other 

countries early reformers claimed that public insurance was necessary because employers 

ignored the financial needs of their unemployed, injured, or ill workers. And since those 

early days, the government has mandated that employers share the costs of social 

insurance programs. These kinds of mandated nonwage benefits have their origins with 

the implementation of workers' compensation in the 1910"s and were followed in the 

1930's with Unemployment Insurance (UI). Policy makers have advocated government 

mandated social insurance programs as "bonuses" to workers. In most states employers 

were not allowed to require workers to pay directly for workers" compensation or UI. 

However, in many settings employers have been able to implicitly pass the costs of these 

programs on to their workers through wage reductions. 

When no social insurance programs for workers e.xisted. households had to insure 

themselves against job related risks like accidents, illnesses, and unemployment through 

their own resources by organizing their economic lives to prevent or minimize the 

hardship caused by such events. They insured themselves against these risks by saving, 

taking in boarders, or sending children to work. As indicated by Modell (1979) there 

were voluntary associations and formal organizations but for the most part it was the 

individual coresident family that adapted in the face of uncertainty. The payment of wage 

premiums for accepting a higher risk was another way through which workers were 
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compensated (Fishback and Kantor 1992). The imposition of government mandated 

social insurance programs changed workers saving behavior as well as reducing the wage 

premiums they received against these kinds of risks because employers passed a 

significant part of the added costs of higher nonwage compensation to some workers in 

the form of reductions in wages (Fishback and Kantor 1995). However, the underlying 

economic institutions is also crucial in determining the impact and magnitude of these 

nonwage benefits on wage rates. The existence of wage differentials satisfies a necessary 

condition for market efficiency and their magnitude indicates the strength of market 

incentives for the allocation of risk (Moore and Viscusi, 1990). 

In this dissertation, I estimate the wage response that would take place under 

various institutional structures against alternative nonwage benefit mandates. Initially, the 

precautionary saving behavior of workers against nonemployment in the absence of 

social insurance programs is examined. Was it possible to save against expected 

unemployment before UI was available? Were workers and their families able to adjust 

their consumption behavior against volatile incomes? Did workers receive wage 

premiums to compensate them for greater expected unemployment risk? The first chapter 

of the dissertation tries to answer these questions. 

Analyzing the saving behavior of workers against unemployment in the absence 

of UI brought up questions for further research: How did labor markets react to the 

introduction of UI? Was the cost of UI reflected on wage rates to some extent? To answer 

these questions, in the following chapter the origins of UI are analyzed. UI was initiated 

by the Great Depression of the 1930's when the nation was facing high unemployment. 
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Social refonners considered UI not a physical but a moral necessity. While analyzing the 

impact of UI on wage rates, other nonwage benefits present at the time, namely workers" 

compensation, and compensation for occupational diseases are also taken into 

consideration since no previous study has elaborated the economic history of UI and the 

simultaneous impacts of different social insurance programs before. Since the economy 

was already in a disequilibrium setting with high unemployment rate, the labor market's 

reaction to nonwage benefits may be different during the Great Depression. 

After analyzing the introductory years of UI for the years 1933-1939. I also 

wanted to examine the modem labor market's reaction to UI benefits. The last chapter 

analyzes the impact on wages of changes in the unemployment rate and changes in UI 

benefits in the modem labor markets using the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth. 

Utilizing a human capital earnings model, I test for the presence of compensating wage 

differentials for the unemployment risk, and the impact of relative generosity state UI 

benefits on wage rates also controlling for the differences arising from educational 

investments and other individual characteristics. As a whole, the dissertation brings 

together empirical evidence from the labor markets of the late 1800's. the Great 

Depression Era and from the 1980's, and compares compensating wage differentials in 

different time periods and different institutional settings. 

1.1. Precautionary Saving and Compensating Wage Differentials in the Nineteenth 

Century. 

This chapter analyzes the nineteenth century labor markets when no widespread 

social insurance programs for workers existed. I examine the impact of anticipated 
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unemployment prevailing in the worker's industry on his household's saving behavior 

using cross-sectional micro level data for two different states. Maine in 1890. and 

Kansas in both 1896 and 1899. Saving is calculated as the difference between total 

household income and total expenditures. Since the wage earnings of the worker are the 

largest component of total household income, I estimated a recursive system of savings 

and wage equations to explore the impact of expected and unexpected unemployment. 

I have found support for the hypothesis that workers were able to use savings to 

hedge against anticipated unemployment prevailing in their industry in Kansas. However, 

workers' savings were not sufficient to prevent higher expected unemployment from 

lowering households savings in the Maine sample. In two of the three samples, increases 

in the expected length of layoffs in the worker's industry had a positive and statistically 

significant impact on wage rates. The results suggest that when workers faced unexpected 

unemployment, they either dissaved or used other sources to allow them to smooth 

expenditures. 

1.2. Origins of Unemployment Insurance and the Impact of Social Insurance Programs 

during the Great Depression. 

This chapter examines the Unemployment Insurance (UI) program during its 

infancy. Taking into consideration the other social insurance programs present at the 

time, namely worker's compensation and compensation for occupational diseases, the 

goal is to determine the impact of UI on wage rates. Even though theory suggests that the 

costs of these programs are eventually paid by employees through changes in wage rates. 
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programs like UI and worker's compensation have been introduced as if workers would 

receive the benefits without any wage offsets. Empirical studies on workers" 

compensation provide both modem and historical evidence that a substantial portion of 

the employers' costs of workers' compensation are passed onto workers in the form of 

lower wages. Studies on the effects of UI on wages have shown similar results using 

modem data. But, historical analysis of the impact had on wage rates when UI was first 

introduced has not been done. UI was initiated during the Great Depression of the 1930's 

when the nation faced very high unemployment rates. By looking to the origins of UI we 

can see whether wage offsets were present during a period of extremely high 

unemployment. 

Furthermore, no previous study has simultaneously examined the impacts of 

different social insurance programs. In addition to examine the effect of UI, I investigate 

the impact of workers' compensation benefits on wage rates. During the period under 

examination, some states changed their laws to cover occupational diseases under 

workers' compensation laws. Thus. I am able to investigate the impact of compensation 

for occupational diseases on wage rates, as well. 

The data set combines average monthly wage information for over 30 industries 

in each of the states during the period from 1933 to 1939 with the information on the 

levels of benefits offered under each type of social insurance program. The benefit levels 

for each social insurance program are obtained by use of a computer algorithm to 

translate the legal description of the rules in the state statutes into benefit levels. In 

addition, accident rates as well as employment rates across states and industries are 
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brought together from different data sources to control for Lheir effects on wages. By 

combining these data on wages, benefits, accident rates and employment rates across 

states and over time for 30 different industries, I have created a panel data set that covers 

the period when UI was introduced and when a number of changes were made in the 

workers" compensation laws. This variation has been utilized to capture the effects of 

differing benefit levels on wage rates. 

Results from the analyses suggest the presence of compensating wage differences 

for higher accident rates, limits on working time and higher regional cost of living. 

Workers" Compensation benefits had a negative and statistically significant impact on 

wages. Unemployment Insurance benefits, and inclusion of occupational diseases under 

the workers' compensation laws did not have any significant impact on wage rates. 

1.3. A Panel Study of the Impact of Unemployment Insurance on Wage Rates; 1979-

1993. 

In the fourth chapter I investigate the modem labor market's reaction to UI 

benefits. Using the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth for 1979-1993, sponsored by 

the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1 developed a sample of white males above eighteen who 

are "employed", "unemployed" and "with job not at work". For this group I then 

examine the impact of UI benefits on wage rates. In order to test for the impact of UI 

benefits on compensating wage differentials and to see the effects of unemployment rates 

on wage levels, a human capital earnings model, controlling for the industry and the 

occupation of the worker, is estimated with the inclusion of the unemployment rate for 
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the worker's labor market, and the expected value of the UI benefits. Expected UI 

benefits had a negative and statistically significant impact on the wage rates of workers in 

the covered sectors, whereas the unemployment rate for the labor market of the individual 

did not have any statistically significant impact on wage rates. 
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2.PRECAUTIONARY SAVING AND COMPENSATING DIFFERENCES FOR 

NONEMPLOYMENT IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY 

In the early nineteenth century, unemployment had a different meaning. In his 

book about unemployment in Massachusetts in the nineteenth century. Keyssar (1986) 

explains in detail how industrialization changed the notion of "unemployment". Included 

among the unemployed were small children who were never engaged in productive labor, 

and grown men who had taken the day off to go fishing. By the end of the nineteenth 

century, however, unemployment had come to be understood exclusively in the modem 

sense of "involuntary idleness," wanting a job but being unable to find one (Piore 1987). 

Forced unemployment was what inspired early reformers to claim that public insurance 

was necessary because employers ignored the financial needs of their unemployed, 

injured, or ill workers. The United States and many other countries started implementing 

social protection programs like social security, unemployment insurance, workers 

compensation, and goverrmient subsidized health care when employment involved a 

radical separation in time and space from family and leisure time activity, and was 

relatively permanent. 

Before these social protection programs were available, there were various ways 

through which the working class was able to insure against nonemployment. They might 

have saved, sent children into the labor force, or taken in boarders. In this study, our 

concem is whether household saving against expected unemployment was possible 

before these social protection programs were available. 
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2.1. Literature Review 

Keyssar (1986) notes that workers prepared for unemployment in advance, 

insured themselves by organizing their economic lives so as to prevent or minimize 

hardship in the event that they were unemployed. The most important way they did so 

was through saving. A number of workers went into debt. Men and women in seasonal 

trades commonly had to devote a portion of each year's earnings to the repayment of 

debts incurred during the previous slack season. Working class families had little choice 

but to depend heavily upon one another. "A "defensive' mode of family economic 

cooperation was fitted to a world in which the risks to families were many —especially 

for families with limited resources— and institutions for softening them few." says 

Modell (1979) when he examines family cooperation. For the most pan. it was the 

individual coresident family that adapted in the face of uncertainty in spite of voluntary 

associations and formal organizations. 

Haines (1985) indicates that in the absence of perfect capital markets savings can 

take the form of financial assets (e.g. saving accounts), real assets (e.g. homes), or 

human capital (e.g. children). He also found that most of the variation in savings rates is 

explained by income itself, the age of the family head and a life cycle proxy. 

Children in the early twentieth century contributed to their families" income and 

saving decisions. The labor force participation of children depended upon the income and 

unemployment of the head of the house. Haines (1985) found that the major behavioral 

response to financial inadequacy was the provision of additional labor, almost entirely by 

the children of the family. Also, the saving behavior of parents might have been greatly 



affected by the assurance that their children would provide for them in later years, and 

children might be encouraged to do so. both by particular inheritance patterns as well as 

by other economic incentives to remain in their parents households (Goldin. 1981). 

However, family size may have a negative effect on savings to the extent that more 

people means more mouths to feed or a positive effect to the extent that more people 

means additional income. The age of the children was an important factor in determining 

the labor force participation of children and the spouse.' 

There is evidence that saving behavior could have been driven by precautionary 

motives. Carroll (1992) uses the buffer stock savings model, where consumers hold assets 

to shield their consumption against unpredictable fluctuations in income, mainly due to 

unemployment expectations. His main argument is that when consimiers become more 

pessimistic about unemployment, dieir uncertainty increases, so their target buffer-stock 

increases and they increase their savings to build up wealth toward the new target. He 

used the household data from the University of Michigan's Panel Study of Income 

Dynamics for years 1968-85 to characterize the uncertainty facing consumers. He 

focused on total family noncapital income because focusing only on the labor income of 

the head of the household would exaggerate the variability of the total noncapital income. 

His results strongly suggest the presence of a precautionary savings motive, where the 

personal saving rate depends on the unemployment rate and expectations about futiu-e 

unemployment, even controlling for expectations about ftiture income growth. Also, 

uncertainties regarding future earnings or future health status are among the motives for 

precautionary savings, and it has been shown that a variety of goveniment programs. 



including disability and unemployment insurance, welfare, and progressive taxation may 

be greatly affecting the amount of precautionary savings in the economy (Katlikoff et. Al. 

1986). 

It is also the case that households express greater reluctance to dip into savings in 

periods when they are pessimistic about income growth, which fiirther leads us to 

consider that individuals not only save for slack times but also adjust their consumption 

pattems during slack times. 

Even though saving is a flmction of total family income, whether families who 

face expected unemployment are able to save for slack times or not might also be 

interpreted as indicating whether wages are sufficiently high to let them save for those 

dead seasons. As Adam Smith mentioned in The Wealth of Nations, a worker who is not 

able to work "in hard frost nor in foul weather" must earn enough to survive the idle 

times. In other words, higher wages have to be paid to compensate workers for 

undesirable working conditions like layoff risk and unpleasanmess. In periods without 

formal unemployment insurance, there should be evidence of considerable choice among 

various employment contracts offering a mix of layoff risks and wages, and systematic 

evidence of compensating wage differentials (Hatton and Williamson, 1991).The 

payment of wage premiums for accepting a higher risk of layoff was the primary 

mechanism through which workers were compensated for the unemployment risk 

(Fishback and Kantor, 1992). A wage premium would provide the income necessary for 

idle times. Keyssar (1986) also mentioned that long before there were any 
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unemployment insurance benefits for the unemployed, workers had to live twelve months 

on earnings derived from ten or eight months labor. 

Social reformers of the twentieth century compared unemployment insurance to 

workers compensation, as both are methods of prevention rather than cure. They thought 

that as accident compensation laws caused employers to protect their workers against 

processes injurious to health, so unemployment insurance would cause them to turn their 

attention to regularizing employment". It was not clear to the reformers that these 

measures were going to be reflected in wages. The way these protection programs are 

financed may be crucial in terms of adjustments in the level of wages. They focused on 

the absence of monetary payments to workers in the case of unemployment. However, 

economists discuss implicit forms of compensation for the negative attributes of jobs^. 

Charles Hendersen (1913), who was one of the first reformers to argue for the 

necessity of unemployment insurance claimed that it was not a physical, but a moral 

necessity. He proposed an organization to utilize the idle labor in dull seasons and 

provide insurance for slack periods because he thought individual savings were not 

reliable due to the thriftless habits of American workingmen. It never occurred to social 

reformers that market forces could take care of the wages so that laborers could make 

money for slack seasons. 

2.2. Empirical Model 

In simple Keynesian models of income determination, savings are regarded as a 

residual, i.e. the difference between the current income and current expenditure where 
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income is exogenous and expenditure is an endogenous factor. Thus, we estimate a 

saving function which is obtained by subtracting total expenditure from total income (of 

the household) in order to analyze the relationship between savings and unemployment. 

I decompose unemployment into two parts: expected and unexpected 

unemployment. A worker might have been unemployed because of industry specific 

reasons if no work was available due to lack of demand, seasonal shutdowns, lack of 

work due to poor weather, etc. I calculate the average unemployment level for different 

industries to capture layoffs that were common to all workers within a particular industry, 

assuming that the mean number of days lost due to no work in each worker's occupation 

classification would be a proxy for expected unemployment. To the extent that 

unemployment is expected or anticipated by a worker, that household should adjust 

consumption over the course of the year to match expected income. Households with 

workers facing expected unemployment due to seasonal variations, for example, are 

expected to save some amount for slack times. This would leave them with no excessive 

savings when the whole year is considered. There should be no dissavings either. Thus, in 

the savings function, the coefficient of the expected unemployment due to lack of work is 

anticipated to be close to zero and statistically insignificant. Industrywide average 

unemployment is also calculated for sickness and other reasons since these were among 

the reasons for the days lost. In empirical specifications, average unemployment is 

denoted by Uyk, where j is the occupation and k is the reason for days lost for worker /. 

By subtracting the average days of industry unemployment fi-om the worker's 

actual days lost due to unemployment, we find the deviation of individual unemployment 
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from the industry wide average unemployment, which is assumed to capture unexpected 

unemployment. The individual's deviation from his industry mean is denoted by AUyk. 

To the extent that unemployment is unexpected, a worker would not necessarily have 

saved sufficient funds over the course of a year to maintain his family's normal level of 

consimiption. Thus, the coefficient of the imexpected unemployment variable is 

anticipated to be negative. Households may adjust their consumption patterns during 

slack times, since consumption decisions are made more cautiously under uncertainty. On 

the other hand, unexpected unemployment could also be addressed either by sending 

children or a spouse into the labor market or taking in more boarders. These choices 

increase other sources of income, as well as adjust consumption levels downward to 

compensate for the decreased income. For these reasons the coefficient of the unexpected 

unemployment variable might be small and statistically insignificant. 

Saving also depends on the income and the age of the head of the household. The 

two major macroeconomic hypotheses of consumption and saving are the permanent 

income hypothesis by Friedman (1957) and the life cycle hypothesis of saving by Ando 

and Modigliani (1963). Milton Friedman indicated that consumption is based on 

permanent as opposed to current income, where current income contains stochastic 

components. Saving determined by the individual is a fraction of permanent income. 

According to the life cycle hypothesis, people dissave early in the life cycle, save in the 

middle of the life cycle and dissave again during the end of the life cycle. Age and age 

squared of the head of the household are included in order to allow for the lifetime 

savings effect. However, this model of saving might not fit 19th century living since 



family dependence and the frequency distribution of the ages of workers may not reflect 

the life cycle model of savings which is based on modem working conditions. Therefore, 

the coefficients of age and age squared will also be testing whether this model of saving 

is representative of household decisions in the 19th century. 

Households in the nineteenth century may have dealt with unemployment in 

variety of ways. Household characteristics like home ownership, family size, number of 

family members working for wages, membership in a benefit society are some of the 

characteristics that might have influenced saving behavior. Therefore, in the empirical 

model, saving is estimated as a function of the wage of the head of the household, 

individual and household characteristics, and expected and unexpected unemployment 

due to lack of work, sickness, and other reasons. 

The wage of the head of the household, however, is also the largest component of 

the total household income"* and some characteristics that influence saving patterns also 

affect wage rates. In a human capital fi-amework, wage rates are determined by individual 

characteristics, occupation, and the pay structure. Furthermore, according to the 

compensating wage differentials theory, wage rates may reflect the relative risk of the 

industry. Workers in industries with higher layoff risk might have been compensated for 

this risk by receiving higher wages. 

Savings and the wage function are estimated as a recursive system. 

The empirical specification is as follows: 
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- Pa ,k + 
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where. 

/ = individual observation, 

k = reasons days lost (due to no work, sickness and other reasons). 

S = Savings. 

w =daily or hourly wage rate 

X= vector of individual chciracteristics 

H= vector of household characteristics 

U ,k= expected unemployment in individual i's industry for reason k. 

AUik = unexpected unemployment. 

SKILL= the skill dummy variable. 

R= the payment structure dummy variable 

e, u=evTOT terms, where E(e)=0, and E(u)=0. and e and u are assumed to be uncorrelated. 

Age. age squared, immigrant status, and membership in a benefit society or a 

labor organization are the variables included as individual characteristics. 

Marital status, family size, number of family members working for wages, home 

ownership, and saving habits in previous years (for the Maine sample only) are the 

household characteristics. As noted earlier, family size may have a negative effect on 

savings to the extent that more people means more mouths to feed or a positive effect to 
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the extent that more people means additional income. Home ownership may have a 

positive effect if income is generated through taking in boarders. If mortgage payments 

are considered investments, as opposed to consumption, however, home ownership may 

leave less money for saving and consumption. 

The SKILL dummy variables included in the regressions are skilled, unskilled, 

craftsman, operative, professional, laborer, sales, service, clerk, and miscellaneous. 

Workers surveyed in the Kansas samples reported their wage incomes in different 

forms depending on their payment structures. Workers were paid either hourly, daily, 

monthly, or yearly. All different forms of payment are converted into hourly earnings in 

the Kansas sample. In addition, the durrmiy variables are included in the wage regression 

to control for different pay structures—i.e., hourly, daily, monthly, or yearly. 

In order to estimate wages and savings as a recursive system, it is assumed that 

the error terms are uncorrelated. However, when the savings equation was run using 

Instrumental Variables techniques, the results remained the same^. 

2.3. The Data 

In order to test whether workers were able to save for expected unemployment or 

not, we estimate the recursive system of wages and saving using data that were provided 

by state bureaus of labor, begirming in 1874 and continuing until World War I. These 

data provide a detailed investigation of labor conditions, earnings, expenses, lost time, 

etc. The bureaus in various states published full survey responses, which have been coded 

by the Historical Labor Statistics Project at the University of California (Berkeley and 

Riverside). The Historical Labor Statistics Project has u^ansformed these data into 
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machine readable form. The following samples contain information on savings and 

nonemployment: 

Maine workers in 1890, 

Kansas wage earners in 1899 

Kansas male wage earners in 1896 

In 1890. 1,084 workers were surveyed in thirty-three cities throughout Maine to 

investigate the earnings and expenses , lost time, savings, etc., of mechanics and male 

and female operatives in mills and factories. With regard to "industries", the bureau made 

a distinction between those workers independently employed in trades (carpenters, 

painters, blacksmiths, mechanists, laborers, teamsters, hostlers, stevedores, and harness 

makers) and those workers employed by a firm. For the employees of railroad hands, 

shoemakers, shipbuilders, icemen, cottonmill hands, papermakers, and brickmakers, the 

Bureau reported the workers' position in the firm under the OCC variable. We also 

classified the survey respondents as clerk, laborer, craftsman/foreman, operative, skilled, 

semiskilled, professional, sales, service, and miscellaneous using this information to 

control for the type of the job an individual had within an industry. In total, 23 different 

industries or trades of employment were classified. This classification is used in the 

calculation of industry vnde average unemployment levels and deviation of individuals 

from these averages for days lost due to no work, sickness and other reasons. Appendix 1 

includes the lists of categories used for industry classification. The surveys included 

questions about earnings fi-om regular trade, other services, and from other family 

members which constitute total earnings; aimual expenses for food, clothing, fliel and 
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light, and other expenses which constitute total expenditures, home ownership, previous 

savings, and the size of the worker's family. There is no further information about the 

age, occupation, etc. of the other family members. Therefore, whether family size 

includes grandparents as well as children is unknowTi. However, the number of family 

members working for wages is given. 

The Kansas 1896 survey reported the individual responses of 539 male wage 

earners in Kansas in 1896. The Kansas 1899 survey reported the responses of 1.058 wage 

earners in 1899. For the analysis I restricted the sample to male workers. The surveys 

summarized above are similar in many ways, even though each one has its own unique 

characteristics. In each sample, similar methods are used to calculate the average 

unemployment levels and the deviation from the unemployment levels, and the survey 

questions are more or less similar. Table 2.1 includes summary statistics of the variables. 

Table 2.2 summarizes the average time lost by these workers. As can be seen 

from the table, most of the days lost were due to lack of work. ''Days losf" in the table 

refers to an average for each category for the entire sample, including those losing no 

time. The percentages of the surveyed workers who were out-of-work because no work 

was available ranged from 20.28 to 55.3 percent. Maine workers reported an average of 

39.06 days, Kansas workers reported an average of 28.29 days in 1896. and 15.91 days in 

1899 due to lack of work. The table also reports the percentages of workers who lost time 

because of sickness and for other, unspecified reasons. Between 13.73 and 34.84 percent 

of the workers lost some time because of illness and the average time lost (including no 

time lost) ranged from 5 to 10 days. Not working for other reasons was reported by 10.39 



Table 2.1 

Summary Statistics of Variables 

Maine. 1890 Kansas. 1896 Kansas. 1899 
Variables 
Worker's annual savings 64.394 159.789 50.079 

(101.074) (295.585) (154.804) 
Annual household income 492.134 534.999 587.949 

(160.445) (304.839) (301.243) 
Worker's annual earnings 437.696 518.248 544.455 

(148.624) (285.019) (281.441) 
Worker's daily earnings 1.891 1.895 1.734 

(0.487) (0.918) (0.590) 
Worker's hourly earnings 0.178 0.256 

(0.105) (0.076) 
Expected Unemployment due 39.067 28.289 15.911 
to no work (29.303) (31.231) (11.201) 
Expected Unemployment due 5.58 6.153 10.045 
to sickness (3.41) (7.894) (4.167) 
Expected Unemployment due 14.884 3.924 7.316 
to other reasons (5.916) (3.728) (4.319) 
Unexpected Unemployment 0 0 0 
due to no work (31.813) (47.549) (38.388) 
Unexpected Unemployment n 0 0 
due to sickness (16.450) (21.959) (26.004) 
Unexpected Unemployment 0 0 0 
due to other reasons (21.256) (16.743) (21.172) 
Age 35.783 33.673 36.974 

(10.771) (9.596) (10.834) 
Age squared 1396.29 1225.82 1484.31 

(864.420) (732.106) (891.834) 
Immigrant 0.185 0.152 0.126 

(0.388) (0.359) (0.332) 
Married 0.737 0.759 

(0.441) (0.428) 
Member of a benefit society 0.339 0.72 

(0.473) (0.448) 
Member of a labor 0.283 0.462 0.538 
organization (0.451) (0.499) (0.498) 
Family size 3.085 3.913 3.436 

(1.879) (1.867) (1.949) 



Number of family members 1.211 
working for wages (0.594) 
Homeowner 0.274 0.317 0.4505 

(0.446) (0.466) (0.497) 
"Saved in former years" 0.652 

(0.476) 
"Paid hourly" 0.155 

(0.362) 
"Paid daily" 0.3543 0.228 

(0.479) (0.420) 
"Paid weekly"' 0.19 0.083 

(0.393) (0.276) 
"Paid monthly" 0.312 0.2804 

(0.464) (0.4494) 
"Paid yearly" 0.0872 

(0.2823) 
Skilled 0.1403 0.133 0.0777 

(0.3475) (0.3405) (0.2678) 
Unskilled 0.0158 

(0.1248) 
Craftsmen, foremen 0.3498 0.3098 0.2265 

(0.4771) (0.4629) (0.4188) 
Operative 0.2164 0.2004 0.2298 

(0.4119) (0.4006) (0.4209) 
Professional 0.0259 0.0809 

(0.1592) (0.2728) 
Laborer 0.2372 0.0594 0.1187 

(0.4255) (0.2365) (0.3236) 
Sales 0.0074 

(0.0859) 
Service 0.0405 0.2393 0.0227 

(0.1973) (0.4271) (0.1489) 
Clerk 0.02412 0.1478 

(0.1536) (0.3551) 
Miscellaneous 0.0949 

(0.2933) 
N 1011 243 626 
Note: Standard Deviations in parentheses 
Source: All data is from the Califomia Historical Labor Statistics Project and are 
described in Ransom and Sutch (1990) and Carter, et. al. (1993) 



Table 2.2 
Incidence and Duration of Unemployment in Maine and Kansas 

Maine, 1890 Kansas, 1896 Kansas, 1899 
Reason for l.ost Percent Average Percent Average Percent Average 
Working Time Losing Days Lost Losing Days Losing Days Lost 

Time Time Lost Time 
Lack of Work 55.3 % 39.06 27.46% 28.29 20.28% 15.91 

(43.25) (56,89) (39.99) 

Sickness 21.7 5.58 13.73 6.15 34.84 10.05 

(16.80) (23.33) (26.34) 

Other 53.06 14,88 10.39 3.92 22.55 7.32 

(22.06) (17.15) (21.61) 

Notes: "Percent losing time" is the percentage of each sample that experietKed at least one day of 
unemployment because of each of the three reasons, "average days lost" measures the average 
unemployment duration for the entire sample so it includes those losing no time. 
Source: See Table 1. 
Standard deviations in parentheses 



to 53.06 percent of the workers. On average, the Maine and Kansas workers lost between 

3 to 14 days because of other unspecified reasons. 

2.4. Results 

Tables 2.3 and 2.4 present the wage and savings regression results estimated as a 

recursive system for the Maine 1890, Kansas 1896. and Kansas 1899 samples. 

As can be seen from Table 2.3. there is a positive and statistically significant 

wage premium for jobs with high layoff risk for the Maine 1890. and the Kansas 1899 

samples. A one day increase in expected unemployment gave rise to a 0.7 cent increase in 

daily wages in Maine, and 0.2 cent increase in hourly wages in Kansas in 1899. 

An increase in expected unemployment by one day lead to a rise in daily wages of 

$ 0.007. If we assume the workers worked 250 days, their annual earnings would rise by 

1.75 whereas the average daily wage was $1.89. 

In Kansas in 1899, on average workers were losing sixteen days to 

nonemployment. If we assume that a typical worker in Kansas was working 276 days 

then their annual earnings rose about $4.42. Results reveal that in the Kansas 1899 

sample, on average workers were receiving a wage premium which was more than fully 

offsetting the wage loss due to nonemployment. 

For the Kansas 1896 sample, however, the wage premium for expected 

unemployment is negative and statistically significant. This result is surprising and 

unexpected since a positive wage premium was expected for the existence of systematic 

layoff risk. 
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Table 2.3. 
Simultaneous Estimations of Savings and Wages 

Wage Regression Coefficients for Maine 1890. Kansas 1896. and Kansas 1899 

Variables Maine. 1890 Kansas. 1896 Kansas. 1899 
(daily wage) (daily w^age) (hourly wage) 
1.295 -0.249 0.062 

Constant (9.390) (0.404) (1.367) 
Expected Unemployment 0.007 -0.006 0.002 
due to no work (14.059) (-2.797) (4.063) 
E.xpected Unemployment 0.005 0.006 0.002 
due to sickness (1.103) (1.166) (1.275) 
Expected Unemployment -0.0089 0.008 -0.002 
due to other reasons (-3.39) (0.526) (-1.293) 
Age 0.028 0.079 0.010 

(4.255) (2.549) (5.665) 
Age squared -0.0003 -0.001 -0.0001 

(-3.522) (-2.315) (-5.382) 
Immigrant -0.089 -0.014 0.015 

(-2.761) (0.100) (1.476) 
Member of a benefit society 0.168 0.383 

(5.903) (3.337) 
Member of a labor organization 0.131 0.603 0.047 

(4.512) (5.762) (6.621) 
Laborer -0.545 -0.402 -0.182 

(-10.453) (-1.723) (-7.769) 
Craft 0.008 0.286 -0.078 

(0.182) (2.026) (-3.821) 
Ser\'ice -0.406 -0.065 -0.077 

(-5.670) (-0.346) (-2.439) 
Professional -0.353 -0.055 

(-0.928) (-2.224) 
Unskilled -0.647 

(-6.142) 
Sales 1.084 

(1.484) 
Clerk -0.525 -0.043 

(-1.218) (-1.8622) 
Operative -0.414 -0.120 -0.093 

(-8.881) (-0.750) (-4.464) 
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Miscellaneous -0.058 
(-2.737) 

"'Paid hourly" -0.0178 
(-1.525) 

"Paid daily" 0.230 -0.034 
(1.901) (-3.342) 

"Paid weekly" -0.214 -0.035 
(-1.465) (-2.281) 

"Paid yearly" 0.418 
(2.594) 

N 1011 243 459 
Adj. R squared 0.3845 0.3206 0.3548 
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Table 2.4 
Saving Regression Coefficients for .Maine, 1890: Kansas, 1896; and Kansas. 1899. 

Maine. 1890 Kansas. 1896 Kansas. 1899 
Variables 

-65.284 -6.000 -76.839 
Constant (-2.346) (-0.034) (-1.061) 
Worker's hourly earnings 506.747 

(2.391) 
Worker's daily earnings 40.821 176.308 

(4.301) (6.042) 
Expected Unemployment -0.607 -0.329 -1.004 
due to no work (-6.649) (-0.570) (-1.381) 
Expected Unemployment -1.043 -0.944 -0.616 
due to sickness (-1.466) (-0.624) (-0.321) 
Expected Unemployment -0.022 0.963 -3.906 
due to other reasons (-0.053) (0.242) (-1.382) 
Unexpected Unemployment -0.904 -1.532 -0.524 
due to no work (-11.201) (-4.951) (-3.215) 
Unexpected Unemployment -1.099 -1.555 -0.519 
due to sickness (-7.279) (-2.761) (-2.225) 
Unexpected Unem.ployment -0.681 -1.269 -0.176 
due to other reasons (-5.730) (-1.621) (-0.551) 
Age 0.998 -7.111 5.986 

(0.722) (-0.736) (1.441) 
Age squared -0.013 0.061 -0.0622 

(-0.793) (0.514) (-1.313) 
Immigrant -1.934 41.793 3.948 

(-0.299) (0.984) (0.203) 
Married -20.987 -20.761 

(-2.693) (-1.105) 
Member of a benefit society 12.073 -43.654 

(2.135) (-1.239) 
Member of a labor organization 20.734 21.085 10.935 

(3.625) (0.597) (0.649) 
Family size -19.424 -10.071 -15.922 

(-10.193) (-1.277) (-4.091) 
Number of family members 73.356 
working for wages (15.066) 
Homeowner 52.102 110.194 2.036 

(8.598) (3.486) (0.104) 
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"Saved in former years" 42.076 
(7.183) 
1011 
0.4302 

N 243 
0.3031 

459 
0.0814 Adj. R squared 

Wages and savings are simultaneously estimated. 
For the wage regressions, "skilled" dummy is left out. Also, for the Kansas samples, 
"paid monthly" dummy is left out. 
t-statistics in parentheses. 
Source: See Table 1 
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Table 2.4 presents the saving regression results that are simultaneously 

determined with wages. The estimates of how saving behavior was influenced by 

expected unemployment is consistent with no effect of expected unemployment an 

savings in the the Kansas samples. In these samples the coefficients of expected 

unemployment (for all three reasons) are not statistically different from zero. This 

suggests that households were able to hedge against expected unemployment risk during 

the course of the year by saving or reducing consumption at specific points of time during 

the year. Households in the Kansas samples were able to spread their annual income 

across anticipated unemployment spells. At times of nonemployment, individuals had 

little alternative but to fall back on the resources of their families. The average annual 

income from other family sources was about $55 for the Maine sample. $16 for the 

Kansas 1896. and $43 for the Kansas 1899 samples. Maine workers, however, dissaved 

about $0.60 for each additional day of anticipated unemployment. In Maine we might 

observe a reduction in savings against expected unemployment because the wage 

premium only partially offset nonemployment. 

As expected unanticipated unemployment caused reductions in household saving 

across all three samples. The coefficients of the unexpected unemployment due to lack of 

work variables are negative and statistically significant implying dissaving for the 

households who were hit by unemployment unexpectedly. Maine workers dissaved 

$0.90. and Kansas workers about $1.53 in 1896, and about $0.52 in 1899 for each day 

they were out of work beyond their expectations. 



The average level of sickness can be considered as a measure of job-related 

aspects of illness for the industry in which the worker was employed. The coefficients of 

expected unemployment due to the sickness variable are statistically insignificant. This 

indicates that workers' saving motives were not influenced by the amount of time that 

was expected to be lost due to job-related illnesses. Unexpected unemployment due to 

sickness, however, measures the extent to which individuad's propensity for illness differs 

from the experience of the average worker in his industry. Unexpected unemployment 

due to sickness variables have negative and statistically significant coefficients implying 

that unexpected illnesses contributed to a shortfall at the end of the year. For each day 

lost due to imexpected sickness, workers dissaved between $0.52 to $1.56 across the 

samples. 

The coefficients of unexpected unemployment due to other reasons are not 

significantly different from zero for the Kansas samples indicating that households did 

not dissave when faced with imexpected unemployment due to nonspecified reasons. This 

may be because households were adjusting their consumption levels or using other 

income sources like sending spouses and children to work, taking in boarders, getting 

some support from their families and friends. 

The impact of the eamings of the head of the family on household savings is 

positive and statistically significant across all of the three samples. For the Maine and 

Kansas 1896 samples, the worker's daily eamings variable is used. The worker's hourly 

eamings variable is used in the Kansas 1899 regressions. As can be seen in Table 2.4. on 

the margin, a ten per cent increase in a worker's daily eamings caused annual savings to 
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increase by $7.56 in Maine, and $33.26 in Kansas in 1896. And a ten per cent increase in 

a worker's hourly earning in Kansas in 1899 caused savings to increase by $12.95^. This 

figure indicates that an average worker working 2.000 hours a year had marginal 

propensity to save (MPS) of 0.25 in Kansas in 1899. 

Larger family size influenced savings negatively across all of the three samples, 

holding the household head's wage constant. Each additional member of the family 

caused savings to go down, by about $19.42 in Maine. $10 in Kansas in 1896. and $15.92 

in Kansas in 1899. Given that the saving variable is computed as the difference between 

the total family income and total expenditure, this implies that each additional member 

added more to the expenditure side than to the income side, holding wages constant. 

Besides the family size, the Maine survey also provides information on the number of 

family members working for wages. The coefficient of this variable is positive and 

statistically significant. Each additional family member working for wages added $79.95 

to armual savings. One other variable specific to the Maine sample is that the workers 

were asked whether they had saved in previous years. The Maine workers who had saved 

in former years saved $32 more in the year under consideration. Thus, prior accumulation 

of savings allowed households to continue to save. 

The saving regressions also include a dummy variable controlling for the marital 

status of the worker for the Maine and Kansas 1899 samples. Being married caused 

saving to drop $17 in Kansas in 1899 and to $22.5 in Maine annually. 

Homeownership contributed to saving. The coefficients are large and statistically 

significant for the Maine and Kansas 1896 samples. Homeowners in these samples saved 
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$50 and $106 more respectively. The coefficient for the Kansas 1899 sample is positive 

but statistically insignificant. 

The variables describing the individual characteristics of the worker were 

included in both wage and saving regressions. Table 2.3 indicates that for all three 

samples, the coefficients of the age and age squared variables are consistent with the life 

cycle earnings profile. If we assume that worker's age is a proxy for his experience, the 

positive and statistically significant coefficients of age and the negative coefficient for 

age squared reveal the concavity of the earnings function, a finding consistent with a 

typical Mincerian human capital model. For the saving regressions, however, as can be 

seen firom Table 2.4, we detected no life cycle saving behavior. The age and age squared 

variables have the correct signs for the Maine and Kansas 1899 samples, but are not 

significantly different fi-om zero. This result, which is in accordance with previous 19"' 

century savings behavior studies by Hatton and Williamson (1991), may not be surprising 

when the family structure and strong dependence on children is considered. Immigrant 

status does not change the saving behavior significantly but the daily wages of immigrant 

Maine workers are nine cents lower if all else is held constant. 

Membership in a labor organization or a benefit societ>' had a positive and 

statistically significant impact on wages. Union members received $0.13 and $0.60 more 

in daily wages in Maine and Kansas in 1896. The hourly wages of union members were 

SO.04 higher in Kansas in 1899. Membership in a benefit society increased daily wages 

$0.16-$0.38. But according to the results presented in Table 2.4 the impact of union or 

benefit society membership only had a statistically significant and positive impact on 
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savings in the Maine sample. Union members saved about S21 more, holding all else 

constant in Maine. In contrast, in the Kansas samples the impact of membership in a 

benefit society was statistically insignificant. 

Across the three samples immigrant status did not influence saving significantly 

even though Maine wage regression results reveal that immigrants were being paid $0.08 

less per day. all else held constant. 

The other variables included in the wage regressions are the occupational 

dummies and the dummy variables controlling for the frequency of payment. Frequency 

of payment may be a proxy for the length of the contract. In the Kansas 1899 sample, 

workers who were paid weekly or daily were receiving lower wages when compeired to 

workers who were getting paid monthly. 

2.5.Conclusions 

When we looked at the causes of unemployment by states, we found that workers 

lost time mostly due to lack of work. Long before there were any governmental insurance 

benefits for the unemployed, workers and their households had to make ends meet using 

their own resources in the case of involuntary idleness. The results reported here suggest 

that one of the strategies workers and the members of their households devised for 

adjusting to their loss of employment was saving out of their total earnings as long as 

unemployment was predictable. Also, the contributions from other family members 

helped to provide the income necessary to survive the expected spells of unemployment. 
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The total household income, however, was not sufficient to cover workers for the 

days they lost due to unexpected unemployment. Whenever workers were laid off 

unexpectedly, their annual savings were not enough to cope with the unexpected level of 

unemployment. Each additional day lost on top of expected unemployment caused some 

level of dissaving. There were other indications that families coped with expected 

unemployment by increasing other sources of income or decreasing consumption levels. 

For example, families who owned homes might have expanded their income, by taking in 

boarders. The number of family members working for wages also caused savings to rise, 

but each additional family member, holding the household head's wage constant, reduced 

the annual saving. Combining the nineteenth century workers' wage structures with their 

saving behaviors, we can conclude that in the absence of formal relief and with a partial 

wage premium for layoff risk, workers were able at least partially to hedge against 

anticipated unemployment in their industry mainly by relying on savings and the 

resources of their family. 
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Endnotes 

' Haines shows that there is a sharp drop-off of savings, saving rates and proportions of 

net savers between what he calls Stage one (no children, wife below age 45) and Stage 

two (youngest child 0-4) and then an increase to Stages three (youngest child 5-14) and 

four (youngest child 14 and over) using the 1889-1890 BLS Cost of Living Survey in 

"Life Cycles. Savings". However the data we use do not provide any information on the 

ages of the family members. 

" "Unemployment Insurance". American Labor Legislation Review, 1915. p.592 

^ See Fishback and Kantor (1992), Topel (1984). Hatton and Williamson (1991), Abowd 

and Ashenfelter (1978), Adams (1985). and .Anderson (1988) for the presence of 

compensating wage differences for unemployment risks. 

In the samples it is observed that the non-labor income and transitory income did not 

constitute a significant portion of total annual income. The wage earnings of the head of 

the household were the largest component of the total annual income. 

• As another version of estimating saving behavior, instead of the wage earnings of the 

household head, total annual household income was used. To control for the simultaneity 

of total earnings and savings. Instrumental Variables technique was used. Total earnings 

variable was instnmiented with "daily wages" for the Maine sample, SKILL dummy 

variables for the Kansas sample in 1896, and daily wages and Skill dummy variables for 

the Kansas sample in 1899. Generally speaking, results remained the same. 
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^ Also the saving regressions were run using annual household income as opposed to 

daily or hourly income. A one dollar increase in total armual income caused savings 

increase by $0.34 in Maine. $0.70 in Kansas 1896. and $0.15 in Kansas 1899. These 

results are similar to those obtained by Hatton and Williamson (1991) for unskilled 

workers in Michigan in the 1890's. 
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3. ORIGINS OF UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE AND THE IMPACT OF SOCIAL 

INSURANCE PROGRAMS DURING THE GREAT DEPRESSION 

The United States has recently experienced a proliferation of proposals that would 

mandate that employers provide their employees with certain forms of non-wage benefits. 

These kinds of mandated non-wage benefits have their origins in the turn of the century 

starting with workers" compensation, and followed by Unemployment Insurance (UI) in 

the 1930"s. The movement of production from the home to the modem factory generated 

an increase in the frequency and severity of industrial accidents and changed the concept, 

significance, and meaning of unemployment. As a result, policy makers advocated 

government mandated social insurance programs as bonuses to workers without 

considering the wage and employment costs such programs might impose on the very 

population they were trying to help. 

In this part of the dissertation. I examine the effects on wage rates of the passage 

of state UI laws as well as the changes in workers" compensation and compensation for 

occupational disease laws during the 1930"s. The problem will be analyzed utilizing 

historical data from the Great Depression. An analysis of the influence of the passage of 

these laws and benefit levels on wage rates will provide an understanding of whether UI. 

workers' compensation and compensation for occupational diseases can be viewed as 

reformers envisioned them- a cost imposed on firms and a bonus to workers. As indicated 

by Jensen (1989). as usual in the political debate regarding the necessity of government 

intervention in the economy, it is assumed that political solutions were needed to cope 
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with the Great Depression. But if these solutions caused a decrease in wage rates, then 

they cannot be claimed as pure bonuses to workers. Also, since labor markets may have 

reacted to government mandated measures differently during the Great Depression, 

analyzing the impact of social insurance programs during that time period may yield 

some interesting results. One view is that the limited demand for workers and the •reser\ e 

army of the unemployed" standing in long queues outside the hiring gate may have 

allowed firms to shift the total burden to workers, leading to larger compensating 

differences during the Depression than in other periods. Also, from a labor supply point 

of view, the improvement in benefits might have led to a large surge in labor supply in 

that area, leading to a reduction in wages presenting a labor market hypersensitive to 

changes in benefits. Another view is that since labor markets were not functioning well, 

we are unlikely to see any compensating differences at all. As indicated by Moore and 

Viscusi (1990), the existence of wage differentials satisfies a necessary condition for 

market efficiency and their magnitude indicates the strength of market incentives for the 

allocation of risk. If the Great Depression presents an e.xtreme disequilibrium sening 

where wages were rigid downward, then introduction of a benefits package may have led 

to an increase in the supply of labor and a reduction in labor demand that just raised 

unemployment in the area without a reduction in wages. Bemanke and Powell (1985) 

documented that in this era work week reductions contributed to unemployment while 

real wages were typically counter cyclical. 
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Even though social reformers claim that social insurance programs like 

unemployment insurance and workers" compensation protect workers and their families 

from distress and insecurity while maintaining community purchasing power, both 

modem and historical empirical studies have shown that the cost of such benefits are 

passed to workers in the form of lower wages. When social insurance program provides 

an ex post compensation to workers, one would expect that the cost of such benefit is 

going to be reflected in the ex ante compensation, wages. Studies on workers' 

compensation by Moore and Viscusi (1990) and Fishback and K.antor (1995) provide 

both modem and historical empirical evidence that a substantial portion of the costs of 

workers' compensation has been passed onto workers. Studies on the effects of UI on 

wages have shown similar results for UI using modem data (See Table 3.9). However, the 

impact UI had on wage rates during its first years has not been examined. Figure 3.1 

displays the overall unemployment rate during this century, and the extraordinarily 

depressed labor market of the Great Depression of the 1930"s is unmistakable. These 

were the introductory years of UI. The national unemployment rate was around 25 

percent in 1935, when the Social Security Act was enacted. 

Furthermore, mandatory social insurance programs could actually reduce workers" 

utility. If wages fall to exactly compensate for the cost of the mandated social insurance, 

the existence of the mandatory insurance imposes restrictions on worker preferences. 

Some workers who might have preferred a high wage-high risk combination to a low 

wage-low risk combination could not do so after the imposition of mandatory social 
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insurance programs in the sectors covered by the law. Workers who were unable to shift 

to a job in the uncovered sector would be worse off. unless mandatory insurance enabled 

a "low risk-high wage combination" as an alternative. 

.A.fter a brief summary of theoretical consequences of mandated benefits, and 

historical background of the social programs in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 respectively, a 

literature review of the modem and historical empirical research on the effects of UI and 

workers" compensation on wages is presented in Section 3.3 . The empirical model used 

for the analyses is presented in Section 3.4. Sections 3.5 and 3.6 include data used in the 

analyses and the results. 

3.1. Theoretical Consequences of Mandated Benefits 

Even though some social reformers view mandated nonwage benefits as pure 

bonuses to workers, they are considered as additional costs from an employer's point of 

view. Employers can regard these mandated benefits as simply disguised tax and 

expenditure measures. Therefore, requiring employers to pay for employee benefits shifts 

their demand curve downward by the amount of the lax (Figure 3.2). However, as 

Summers (1989) indicates, unless mandated benefits are worthless to employees, they 

will cause some shift in the supply of labor. If employee's valuation of the policy is very 

close to the exact cost of the policy, then the supply shift will be equal to the demand 

shift and mandated benefits do not affect the level of employment'. The workers' supply 

curve will shift downward to the right by an amount equal to the value of the benefit. If 



risk averse employees value the mandated benefit more than its cost, then the supply 

curve will shift fijrther down to the right and the result would be lower wages and higher 

employment. But if workers value the benefits less than its cost, then the shift in the 

labor supply will be less resulting in lower wages and lower employment. As can be seen 

in Figure 3.2. the wages and employment level were (u-A /V^) before the benefits. If 

workers value benefits less than the employer's cost of the benefits, then the supply curve 

would shift to 5/,- and a new equilibrium level would be reached with lower wages at vt'-

and lower employment at N~ after the imposition of benefits. The employment level 

would remain the same at and wages would go down to vi-^ if workers value of 

benefits is the same as the cost to employer and the supply curve shifts to . Finally, 

if workers value benefits more than the cost to the employer then the labor supply would 

shift to and wages would go down ftirther to and the employment level would be 

at which is higher than the initial level of employment without any mandated 

benefits. 

On the other hand, the underlying structure of the economy is crucial in terms of 

the reaction of labor markets to mandated benefits. Thus, during the Great Depression, 

labor markets might have reacted differently to government mandated measures. If we are 

facing a disequilibrium where wages are perfectly rigid downward, the demand shift 

downward would lead to little or no change in the wage and a reduction in employment. 

Figure 3.3 displays a labor market disequilibrium with rigid wages at w and an initial 

unemployment level of NN^. When we start with an already distorted labor market, the 
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introduction of benefits still shifts the demand curve downwards and supply curve to the 

right, however. Therefore, under the extreme assumption of perfect wage rigidity, wages 

would not change but employment would fall from A' to .V- and unemployment would 

rise from to 

3.2. Historical Background of Social Programs 

3.2.1.Workers' Compensation 

The stated purpose of workers' compensation was to provide certain and adequate 

benefits to injured workers or to the dependents of workers who are killed in the course of 

their employment. In the days of the craftsman and his apprentice, accidents to workers 

were comparatively few and slight. Usually an employer had no more than two or three 

helpers and if one of them was injured, local public opinion made it no more than a 

decent thing for an employer to give the victim a helping hand. With the factory system, 

mass production and large-scale employment came into being. The change from tools to 

power-

driven machinery, as well as the movement from the home to the modem factory, brought 

about an increase in the frequency and severity of industrial accidents. Under these new-

conditions the decision as to how much an employer should do for an injured employee 

came to be intrusted to the courts. Before workers" compensation, job related accident 

reparations were determined according to the common law rules of negligence, beginning 

with the first recorded cases in England in 1837 and in the United States in 1841 

(Commons. 1935). The Common Law rules of employer"s liability embodied the doctrine 
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that the employer was bound to use reasonable czire to protect his workers from injury. He 

had to provide them with a safe place to work, to furnish them with safe tools and 

appliances, and to instruct them properly regarding the dangers of their employment, in 

actual practice, however, the injured worker had hardly any rights regarding industrial 

accidents at any time during the nineteenth century. 

The doctrine of "assumption of risk" served to relieve employers from 

compensating injured workers even when it was a violation of a safety law by the 

employer that caused the accident. At the turn of the century, while agitation in the 

United States was centered on legislative modification of employers" liability, an entirely 

new method of distributing the losses resulting from industrial accidents was being 

adopted by European countries. Workers" compensation provided for indemnification for 

work injuries regardless of whose negligence brought them about. A period of 

experimentation began in 1898 when a number of states enacted legislation patterned 

after European models. The first American compensation act. modeled after an English 

act. was introduced in the New York legislature in 1898. but was not passed. The New 

York Act of 1910 was the first important attempt by a state to substitute compensation for 

employers" liability. By 1917, 37 states had workers" compensation laws and by the end 

of 1932 only four states — Arkansas. Mississippi. Florida, and South Carolina— were 

without accident compensation legislation. Every state except Mississippi had such 

legislation by 1946. 



In essence, workers" compensation law requires an employer, without regard to 

fault, to indemnify the worker or his dependents for injuries or death sustained in and 

arising out of employment, in accordance with a specified table of benefits. Accident 

benefits are determined by statutory provisions. Workers" compensation has been 

separately legislated in each individual state and no two acts were exactly alike in 

operation or provisions. The waiting period, the amount, the coverage as well as the 

maximum and minimum benefit levels vary across states and time. Workers" 

compensation commissions typically classify accidents into four broad categories: fatal, 

permanent total disability, permanent partial disability, and temporary disability. Each 

different accident classification has a different benefit level schedule, measured as a 

percentage of weekly wages. Table 3.1.a represents expected accident compensation 

levels for each state for 1933-1939. For each year and state, a present value of stream of 

payments for a typical worker earning the national average manufacturing wage was 

computed for different categories of industrial accidents. In state workers' compensation 

laws, different kind of accidents—fatal, permanent total, and temporary, have different 

payoff schemes with different duration. For the calculations, it is assumed that a 

temporary disability will keep the worker away from work for 5 weeks and a permanent 

partial disability for 15 weeks before he returns in his diminished capacity. By the use of 

a computer algorithm, the benefits received by a typical worker for different types of 

accidents have been calculated. Then these different types of benefits have been weighted 



Table 3.1.a 

I'xpected Benefits Under Workers' Compensation 
l"or a Worker Earning National Average Manufacturing Wage 1933-1939 

State 1933 1935 1937 1939 State 1933 1935 1937 1939 

AL 6.312 7.061 8.661 8.580 NB 8.977 9.657 9.567 9.657 
AR , , NC 7.538 8.432 9.534 9.444 
AZ 9.614 10.759 12.168 12.054 ND 10.989 11.292"' 12.772 14.371" 
CA 9.273 10.225 13.489" 13.605" Nil 9.462"" 10.595" 11.989"" 7.961"' 
CO 4.951 5.539 6.042' 5.986 NJ 8.481 9.435 10.671 10.570 
CI" 6.639 7.426 8.395 8.317 NM 5.765"' 6.312 7.247"' 7.179 
DH 6.188 6.925 7.832 7.758 NV 10.069 11.270' 12.747 12.267 
Fl, , 4.465'' 9.405" 9.328 NY 12.264 13.726 13.012" 12.897 
GA 5.932 6.638 7.455"' 7.385 on 8.458 9.460 10.989""' 10.899 
ID 9.165 10.087 10.796" 10.738 OK 8.602 9.632 10.899 10.796 
IL 8.383 9.263 10.340 10.360""' OR 9.161 9.744' 10.058 10.032 
IN 7.476 8.367 9.464 9.375 PA 8.149 8.955 11.690""' 10.070""' 
10 6.487 7.258 7.756 7.756 Rl 4.728 5.094 6.231 6.182 
KS 7.340 8.099 9.029 8.954" SC , I.SIO'* 9.609""' 9.824 
KY 7.927 8.643 8.643 8.643 SD 6.368 7.043 7.870 8.020" 
LA 7.505 8.398 9.497 9.408 TN 6.005 6.720 7.198 7.168 
MA 6.111 6.470' 6.901" 6.866 rx 7.805 8.739 9.889 9.796 
MD 8.569 9.452 10.535 10.447 ur 7.587 8.490 9.600"' 9.511 
MR 6.990 7.698 8.567 8.480" VA 6.342 7.098 7.723 7.875 
Ml 7.719 9.010' 10.187 10.092 vr 5.599 6.265 7.278"" 7.210 

vO 



MN 8.495 9.506 10.750 10.469 WA 12.521 12.521 12.521 12.521 
MO 8.893 9.952 11.255 11.149 W1 13.391 14.834 16.639"'' 16.498" 
MS , WV 10.279 11 777 ah 12.024 12.024 
MT 7.660 8.572 9.693 9.603 WY 7.206"' 7.238" 8.210"' 8.813"^ 

Accident probabilities are the national averages ofgetting an accident per worker in these categories. 
Values, however, do not reflect the changes in laws within the year. 
1 he expected benefit variables stated in the table are calculated using the national average manufacturing weekly wage obtained from 
Emphywent and EanimiiSlalislicsJor the United States l9()9-im. (1933=20.8846; 1935=23.3846; 1937-26.4615; 1939-26.2115). 

Expected benefit values are the discounted present value of the weighted averages of benefits for three different types of accidents- death, 
permanent total, and temporary disability. Calculated benefits are multiplied by the probability ofgetting an accident causing death, 
pemianent total and temporary disabilities, respectively. 
( . )  i m p l i e s  t h a t  n o  w o r k e r s '  c o m p e n s a t i o n  l a w  w a s  i n  e f f e c t  d u r i n g  t h a t  y e a r .  
(a) death benefit levels changed during the year (also in NJ (1938), in R1 (1936), and in VA( 1938)). 
(b) temporary disability benefits changed during the year ( also in RI (1936)). 
(c) permanent partial (loss of a hand) benefits changed during the year (also in Rl( 1936), in VA (1938)). 
(d) FL adopted the law in June 1935 and SC in September 1935. 



Table 3.1.b 

lixpccted Benefits Under Workers' Compensation 
For a Worker learning National Average Manufacturing Wage 1933-1939* 

Stale 1933 1935 1937 1939 State 1933 1935 1937 1939 

AL 6.312 7.061 8.661 8.580 NB 8.977 9.657 9.567 9.657 

AR , NC 7.538 8.432 9.534 9.444 

AZ 9.614 10.759 12.168 12.054 ND 10.989 11.346"' 12.772 14.065" 
CA 9.273 10.225 13.630" 13.431" N i l  9.546"'' 10.595" 11.873"" 9.546"' 
CO 4.951 5.539 6.042' 5.986 NJ 8.481 9.435 10.671 10.570 
CT 6.639 7.426 8.395 8.317 NM 5.709"' 6.312 7.143"' 7.179 
DI£ 6.188 6.925 7.832 7.758 NV 10.069 11.270' 12.747 12.267 
FL 4.465'' 9.390" 9.328 NY 12.264 13.726 14.164" 12.897 
GA 5.932 6.638 7.363 *" 7.385 OH 8.458 9.460 10.695 10.899 
ID 9.165 10.087 10.796" 10.738 OK 8.602 9.632 10.899 10.796 
IL 8.383 9.263 10.340 10.047"'" OR 9.161 9.702' 10.058 10.032 
IN 7.476 8.367 9.464 9.375 PA 8.149 8.955 10.294"'" 10.580"*" 
10 6.487 7.258 7.756 7.756 R1 4.728 5.094 6.231 6.182 
KS 7.340 8.099 9.029 8.952" SC , 2.437'' 8.829""' 9.824 
KY 7.927 8.643 8.643 8.643 SD 6,368 7.043 7.870 8.020'' 
LA 7.505 8.398 9.497 9.408 TN 6.005 6.720 7.198 7.168 
MA 6.111 6.455'-' 6.819" 6.866 rx 7.805 8.739 9.889 9.796 
MD 8.569 9.452 10.535 10.447 ur 7.587 8.490 9.436"' 9.511 
MI- 6.990 7.698 8.567 8.483" VA 6.342 7.098 7.723 7.875 
MI 7.719 8.737'' 10.187 10.092 VT 5.599 6.265 7 177"', 7.210 



MN 8.495 9.506 10.750 10.469 WA 12.521 12.521 12.521 12.521 
MO 8.893 9.952 11.255 11.149 WI 13.391 14.834 16.537"'' 16.498" 
MS , WV 10.279 11.430"" 12.024 12.024 
MT 7.660 8.572 9,693 9.603 WY 7.382*"^ 7.233" 8.048"' 8.722 

*Values rcflcct the changes in laws within (he year. Accidcnt probabilities are the national averages of getting an accident 
per worker in these categories. 
The expected benefit variables slated in the tabic are calculated using the itational average manufacturing weekly wage obtained from 
Employineni and Earning Sialisiics forthe United Stales 1909-1968. (1933=20.8846; 1935=23.3846; 1937=26.4615; 1939=26.2115). 

Expected benefit values are the discounted present value of the weighted averages of benefits for three different types of accidents- death, 
permanent total, and temporary disability. Calculated benefits are multiplied by the probability of getting an accident causing death, 
permanent total and temporary disabilities, respectively. 
( . )  i m p l i e s  t h a t  n o  w o r k e r s '  c o m p e n s a t i o n  l a w  w a s  i n  e f f e c t  d u r i n g  t l u U  y e a r .  
(a) death benefit levels changed during the year (also in NJ (1938), in R! (1936), and in VA( 1938)). 
(b) temporary disability benefits changed during the year ( also in R1 (1936)). 
(c) permanent partial (loss of a hand) benefits changed during the year (also in RI(I936), in VA (1938)). 
(d) FL adopted the law in June 1935 and SC in September 1935. 
(e) decreased from 9.010 to 8.737. 
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by the probability of having that type of an accident. The sum of the benefit levels 

weighted by the accident probabilities are presented in Table 3.1.a. 

As can be seen from the table, the benefit levels varied across states. South 

Carolina and Florida adopted workers" compensation laws in 1935. and as of 1939. 

Arkansas and Mississippi still did not have any Workers' Compensation Laws. In most 

states, expected benefits fell in 1939. Table 3.l.b. presents the same information by 

taking into consideration the amendments in the laws within the year. In both tables the 

national averages of getting an accident per worker is used for accident probabilities. 

3.2.2.Compensation for Occupational Diseases 

As originally enacted, none of the worker's compensation acts provided for the 

payment of benefits for disabilities resulting from occupational diseases. A definite 

distinction was made between occupational disease and occupational accidents. 

Occupational disease was defined as anything but e.xceptional. inevitable, being in fact 

the consequence of ordinary work, and usually difficult to determine. Goldberg (1968) 

lists the different methods used before states covered occupational diseases under 

workers' compensation laws: (1) Inspection and regulation of factories and workshops: 

(2) Reports and investigation of occupational diseases: (3) Mine regulations; (4) 

Ventilation: (5) Air space in workrooms; (6) Employment of children and minors in 

dangerous occupations; (7) Employment of women in dangerous occupations; (8) 

Preventive regulations of various kinds: (9) Work in foundries; (10) Periodic medical 



Table 3.2 

Inclusion of OccupationEil Diseases by Dates 

Year State 
1915 CA 
1925 ND 
1927 MN 
1930 CT.KY.NY 
1931 IL.MO.NJ.OH 
1932 MA 
1935 NB.NC.WI.W 

V 
1936 RI 
1937 DE.IN.MI.PA. 

WA 
1939 ID.MD 
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examination of lead workers; (11) Control of work in bakeries: (12) Regulation of work 

in cigar factories; (13)ReguIation of work in compressed air; (14) Use of infected or 

soiled wiping rags in print shops; (15) Precautions when polishing wheels are employed. 

Most state legislatures were slow to cover occupational diseases because of difficulties in 

diagnosis of diseases in practice and worries that coverage might add unreasonably to the 

cost of the system. By 1933. workers' compensation was in operation in 44 of 48 states, 

but of this number, only eleven states compensated workers for occupational diseases. 

The other 37 states' laws distinguished between injuries due to sudden physical accidents 

and those resulting from a disease. The number of states offering compensation for 

occupational diseases increased to 27 by September 1938 and to 30 by March 1940 (see 

Table 3.2). Some states extended the coverage of occupational diseases to employees 

under the workers" compensation laws. There were three usual methods of covering 

occupational diseases in the workers' compensation acts: First, by naming the specific 

occupational diseases which were compensable; second, by the inclusion of all 

occupational diseases within blanket provisions; and third, by using the word "injury" 

instead of "accident" in the law. Blanket provisions were restrictive in wording and only 

commissioners and courts could determine what diseases were of an occupational origin. 

In the case of the "list" laws, additions to the lists were made from time to time. States 

using different methods are listed in Table 3.3. 
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Table 3.3 

States That Cover OD Using Different Methods 

Method 1 DE.ID.IL.KY.MD.MI. 
MN.NB. 
NC,NJ.NY,OH.PA.RI. 
WA.WV 

Method 2 CT.IN,MO 
Method 3 CA.MA.ND.WI 

Method I: Occupational Diseases are covered by naming the 
specific diseases that were compensable 

Method 2: All Occupational Diseases were included by blanket 
provision 

Method 3; The word "injury" is used instead of "accident" in the 
Workers' Compensation Law. 
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3.2.3.Unemployment Insurance 

Modeled after the British Act of 1911. the first UI laws proposed in the US were 

introduced in the Massachusetts legislature in 1916 and in the New York State legislature 

in 1921. Neither bill passed nor did bills introduced in many states during the 1920's. It 

took the depression of the 1930"s to spark widespread interest in laws to help 

unemployed workers. The only state in which a real campaign was conducted prior to 

1931 was Wisconsin. In that state. Professor John R. Commons and the State Federation 

of Labor began the fight in 1921 and carried it on for a decade. In 1931. Wisconsin 

passed the first UI Act which was signed into law in 1932. The act applied to concerns 

employing ten or more persons. Contributions were to be paid by employers, each 

company contributing no more than 2 percent of its payroll. To assure availability of 

these funds and enforcement of the act. each employer had to pay his money into his own 

separate account with a central state fund." However, benefits were not paid until 1936 in 

order to allow time for setting up the administrative system. On August 17. 1936. an 

unemployed worker in Madison. Wisconsin received the first unemployment 

compensation payment under a State law. 

Ohio followed Wisconsin before the end of 1932 by recommending a bill under 

which both employers and workers were to contribute to a pooled fund. Both the Ohio 

and the Wisconsin plans provided for a state ftind and barred private insurance companies 

from the field. This was true of all the state bills seriously considered in the US during 

this period." No other state took action until 1935. when six states —New York. 
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California. Massachusetts. New Hampshire. Utah and Washington-- passed legislation in 

anticipation of the Social Security Act. 

The Social Security Act. which was created by the Committee on Economic 

Security on August 14. 1935 arose in response to the Great Depression and was 

motivated by a desire to stabilize the economy. It provided a framework within which 

states which so desired could enact the type of UI law they considered best suited to their 

needs. Under title IX of the Social Security Act. "Tax on Employer of Eight or More." an 

excise tax is levied by the Federal Government on certain employers having eight or more 

employees. A simplified account of the way in which unemployment compensation funds 

are invested and paid out and their relation to title IX of the Social Security Act may be 

set down in a series of five major steps;^ (1) On and after January 1. 1936. Federal pay

roll taxes, amounting to 1 percent in 1936. 2 percent in 1937. and 3 percent in 1938 and 

thereafter, are payable by all employers having eight or more employees in covered 

employment; (2) Employers who make contributions required by States wnth approved 

State laws may credit against the Federal pay-roll ta.x the amount of their contributions, 

up to 90 percent of the Federal pay-roll tax. The amount of the Federal tax (after 

deducting credits when allowable) is paid directly to the Federal Treasurv" (3) In Slates 

with approved laws, the contributions paid into the State unemployment compensation 

fiind are turned over immediately to the Federal unemployment trust fund where they are 

held in separate accounts to the credit of each State until requisitioned; (4) The Treasur>' 

may. under certain restrictions, invest the money either by buying Government or 
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Government-guaranteed bonds on the open market, or by turning over to the trust fund 

special obligations; (5) States with approved unemployment compensation laws will, 

from time to time, requisition portions of the funds standing to their credit in the 

employment trust ftmd to pay benefits as provided by the State law. 

Much of Title IX was later incorporated in the Internal Revenue Code as the 

"Federal Unemployment Tax Act" which levied a tax on all employers in industry and 

commerce who had eight or more workers for at least 20 weeks a year. The cost of 

administration was financed entirely from the federal share of the UI tax. The amount and 

duration of weekly benefits were not specified in the Federal UI Tax Act. but each state 

law specified which workers were covered. The Bureau of Unemployment Compensation 

worked with State administrative agencies to aid them in developing general policies and 

in working out methods and procedures for the administration of state accoimts. the 

training of personnel, the maintenance of employment offices, and the study of technical 

problems. By July 1937, all States had enacted federally approved unemployment 

compensation laws. There was little variation in the provisions of State unemployment 

compensation laws relating to contributions. In all except five of the laws, the employer's 

contribution was fixed at the rate of 1.8 percent of the pay-rolls for the year 1937; and in 

all but three, at 2.7 percent for 1938 and thereafter (Table 3.4). Most of the state laws 

made no provision for employee contributions. Employee contributions were required for 

1937 in Alabama. California. Kentucky. Louisiana, Indiana, and New Hampshire. The 

rates of employee contributions ranged fi-om 0.5-1.5 percent of wages (Table 3.5). 
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Table 3.4 

Employer Contributions for UI (percentage of wages) 

StateA^ ear 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938-39 
AL.AZ.CA.CO,CT. 1 1 1 1 o

 

1.8 2.7 
ID.IO.KY.LA.ME. 
MD.MN.MS.NJ,NM. 
NC.OK.OR.PA.RI. 
SC.TN.TX.UT.VT. 
VA-W 
AR.DE.FL.GAJL. — 1.8 2.7 
KS.MO,MT.NB.NV. 
ND.OH.SD.WA.WY 
IN J -) b 1.8 2.7 
MA 1 1.8 2.7 
MI 1 1 1 o

 
2 J 

NH 1 2 = 2.7 
NY 1 2 J 
m 2^" 2 2 2 2.7 
^ Starts Julv 
b 

.1934 
Starts April 1. 1936 
2% through September 30. 1937; 1.8 remainder of 1937 



Table 3.5 

Employee Contributions for UI (percentage of wages) 

State/Y ear 1936 1937 1938-39 

AL" 1 1 1 
CA" 0.45 0.9 1 
IDMN'* — 0.9 — 

KY, MA' ~ 1 1 
LA — 0.5 0.5 
NH 0.5 1^ — 

NJ — — 1 
RI® ~ 1 1.5 

® Beginning May 1. 1936. 
'' Not to exceed 50% of general employer rate. 

January 1,1937 through March 17, 1937; none thereafter. 
''January 1.1937 through March 31, 1937; none thereafter. 

Beginning June 30.1937 
^ Not to exceed 50% of general employer rate, from January 1. 
1937. through September 30. 1937; none thereafter. 

^ On wages up to $3,000 a year. 



Table 3.6 

UI Benellt Levels by Stales 

State % o f  Maximum Maximum Minimum Waiting 
Wages Duration Weekly Weekly Period 

Payment Payment (weeks) 
AL 50 20 15 ~ 3 
AZ* 50 14 15 5 2 
FL*, IL*, TN* 50 16 15 5 3 
AR*,CO*, GA,MEMVll)*, 50 16 15 5 2 
NB*,NJ*,NM*,NC*, 
ND*,TX*,VA* 
CA 50 A 15 7 4 
CT 4" 13 15 7.5" 4 
DL 50 13 15 5 2 
ID* 50 20 15 5 3 
IN 4" 15 15 5"^ 2 
KY* 50 15 15 S'' 3 
10 50 15 15 5" 2 
KS 4" 15 15 5" 2 
LA* 50 25 15 5 3 
MA 3.846" 16 15 5 2 
NH* 3.846" 16 15 5 3 
Ml 4" 16 16 7 2 
M N *  50 16 15 6 2 
MS 50 22.6 15 — 2 
MO 4" 12 15 5 3 



MT*,NY,OR* 50 16 15 7 3 
WA* 50 16 15 7 2 
NV* 50 18 15 7 2 
on 50 16 15 ~ 3 
OK* 50 16 15 8 2 
PA 50 13 15 7.5 3 
Rl* 50 20 15 7.5 3 
sc* 50 22.6 15 5 2 
SD*,VT* 50 14 15 5 3 
UT* 50 16 15 7 2 
WV* 50 12 15 5 2 
W1 50 14-20 15 5'-' 3 
WY* 60 14 18 7 2 

•Minimum amount is the amount indicated or % of wages whichever is less. 
"percent of wages in previous quarter 
''minimum amount is the amount indicated or 6% of wages in previous quarter whichever is less, 

minimum is not mandatory for IN 
""or full time weekly wage whichever is less. 

until July 3, 1937; thereafter no minimum. 
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Benefits were 50-60 percent of weekly wages, with a minimum of S5-7 and a maximum 

amount of SI 5. There was a waiting period of 2-4 weeks and the duration of benefits was 

13-25 weeks (Table 3.6). 

The Social Security Act required that no benefits should be paid under an 

approved state law until two years after the first day with respect to which contributions 

had become payable. Under this requirement. Wisconsin was the only state in which 

benefits were being paid in 1936. Beginning in January 1938. benefits became payable in 

21 other states and the District of Columbia. During the fiscal year of 1937-38. a total of 

$179.5 million was paid out in 17.8 million separate payments.'In general, each payment 

represented compensation for a week of total or partial unemployment. And at the close 

of the fiscal year 1938-39. a total of $1.3 billion was available for benefit payments 

throughout the country.^ By June 30. 1939. all states but two were paying unemployment 

benefits, and in these two. Illinois and Montana, benefits became payable in July. During 

the fiscal year 1938-39. 42.7 million weekly benefit payments, amounting to $446.1 

million, were made to claimants and a total of some 28 million workers were covered by 

State unemployment compensation laws. Table 3.7 shows the dates of the first payments 

of UI Benefits in each state. 

Table 3.8 presents UI benefits calculated for each state for a typical worker 

earning the national average manufacturing wage who faces a 26-week unemployment 

spell. This assumes that the representative worker is eligible to receive UI benefits for the 

maximum duration available in each state. This assumption does not seem unreasonable 



Table 3.7 

First Payments of Unemployment Insurance Benefits 

Date* State 
July 1936 m 

Jan 1938 AL. AZ. CA. CT. LA, ME. MD. MA. 
MN. NH. NY, NC. OR. PA. RI. TN, 
TX. UT. VT. VA. WV 

April 1938 IN, MS 
July 1938 10. MI. SC 
Sep 1938 ID 
Dec 1938 NM, OK 
Jan 1939 AR. CO, DE. PL. KS. KY, MO. NB. 

ND. NJ, NV, OH. SD, WA, WY 
July 1939 IL. GA. MT 

• Contributions start 2 years in advance 



Table 3.8 

Unemployment Insurance Benefits for a Worker 
Earning National Average Manufacturing Wage 

State 1936 1937 1938 1939 State 1936 1937 1938 1939 
AL 246.85 259.61 NB 208.09 
AR 208.09 NC 197.86 215.19 
AZ 173.29 182.25 ND 208.09 
CA 160.99 169.31 NH 197.86 208.09 
CO 208.09 NJ 208.09 
CI' 160.99 169.31 NM 198.48 208.09 
DE 169.31 NV , 267.68 
FL 223.13 NY 197.86 212.78 
GA , , 207.69 011 208.09 
ID 246.138 219.65 OK 197.48 208.09 
IL , , 207.49 OR 197.86 238.16 
IN 192.63 202.98 PA 160.99 169.31 
lO 185.23 195.18 R1 246.85 259.61 
KS 243.23 SC 295.22 302.99 
KY , , 195.18 SD , 182.25 
LA 306.94 323.12 TN 197.86 215.19 
MA • 197.86 208.08 rx • 197.86 208.09 

ON 



MD 197.86 215.19 UT 197.86 225.45 
MK 197.86 208.09 VA 197.86 208.09 
MI 205.99 216.41 VT 173.29 182.25 
MN 205.77 216.41 WA 238.16 
MO 162.62 Wl 244.43 262.09 246.85 259.61 
MS 208.94 292.98 WV 148.68 173.32 
MT • 207.49 WY • 227.81 

The benetlt variables stated in the table arc calculated using the benefit levels, waiting periods aiid duration periods stated 
in the state statutes (and Table 6) (The computer algorithm used in calculations is available upon request). National average 
manufacturing weekly wage is used for the calculations. These wage rates are obtained from EniplovnieiU and Earning 
Statistics for the United States 1909-1968. (1933=20.8846; 1935=23.3846; 1937=26.4615; 1939=26.2115). The values 
presented in Tables I a-If are the expected values of benefits. However, in this table, becau.se of the absence of state level 
unemployment rate data for the time period in concern, the Ul benefits for a worker who is experiencing an unemployment 
spell of al least 26 weeks are presented. The values are the discounted present values of the benefits to attain uniformity with 
worker's compensation benefits. 
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taking into consideration the very high unemployment rates during the Great Depression. 

Duration of UI benefits is adjusted according to the waiting periods in each state. 

Appendix 2 gives a detailed explanation of UI benefit calculations. In order to provide 

consistency with the calculations of workers" compensation benefits, the present value of 

UI benefits have been used in the regressions with a 5% discount rate. One difference 

between the interpretations of Table 3.1 and Table 3.6. however, is that Table 3.1 

presents the expected workers" compensation benefits because when calculating benefits 

for worker"s compensation three different types of accidents had to be taken into 

consideration. Thus I weighted the workers' compensation benefits by the probability of 

each type of accident. Table 3.6. however, presents UI benefits for each state if the 

worker experiences an unemployment spell. To get an expected unemployment benefit 

we would have to multiply the benefits listed in Table 3.6 by the probability of becoming 

unemployed. 

Agricultural and maritime employment, domestic service in private homes, 

employment in small establishments, and employment by governmental and certain 

nonprofit organizations were excluded from the coverage of UI. 

With the beginning of the fiscal year of 1940. the combined functions of the US 

Employment Service and of the Bureau of Unemployment Compensation were 

administered by the Bureau of Employment Security. In order to achieve the system that 

was best suited to the conditions existing in each state, practically all of the laws have 

been amended since their original enactment. In 1939. 46 State laws were amended and. 
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in 1940. amendments were adopted in 13 states and the District of Columbia. With these 

amendments, the States strengthened eligibility requirements and attempted to provide for 

more effective distribution of compensation funds by increasing the amount of weekly 

benefits, shortening the waiting period, and lengthening the benefit period. Provision was 

also made for additional credit to employers who had been allowed a reduced rate of 

contribution under the State provisions for experience rating which enabled employers to 

receive credit for as much as 90 percent of the Federal Tax. Beginning with Januar>' 1940. 

taxes imposed under the Federal act had not applied to wages over $3,000 paid to an 

individual by an employer. 

3.3. Literature Review 

The theor>- of equalizing differences refers to the observed wage differentials 

required to equalize the total monetary and nonmonetary advantages or disadvantages 

among work activities and among workers themselves and predicts that an increase in a 

desirable aspect of a job should result in a compensating decline in another desirable 

aspect, wage being the aspect typically examined. The classic reference on the subject is 

Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations, where he states: 

"Employment is much more constant in some trades than in others. 
In the greater part of manufactures, a journeyman may be pretty 
sure of almost everyday in the year that he is able to work. A 
mason or a bricklayer, on the contrary, can work neither in hard 
frost nor in foul weather, and his employment at all other times 
depends on the occasional calls of his customers....What he earns. 
therefore, while he is employed must not only maintain him while 
he is idle, but make him some compensation for those moments 
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which the thought of so precarious a situation must sometimes 
occasion... The high wages of those workmen, therefore, are not so 
much the recompense of their skill as the compensation for the 
inconsistency of their employment." 

Activities that offer favorable working conditions attract labor at lower than 

average wages, whereas jobs offering unfavorable working conditions must pay 

premiums as offsetting compensation in order to attract workers. Rosen (1986) lists 

measurable job attributes for which compensating wage differentials have been shown to 

arise empirically as follows: (i) Onerous working conditions, such as risks to life and 

health, exposure to pollution, and so forth; (ii) Intercity and interregional wage 

differences associated with differences in climate, crime, pollution, and crowding; (iii) 

Special work-time scheduling and related requirements, including shift work, inflexible 

work schedules, and possible risks of layoff and subsequent unemployment; and (iv) The 

composition of pay packages, including vacations, pensions, and other fringe benefits as 

substitutes for direct cash wage payments. 

There are numerous empirical studies that show the presence of compensating 

wage differences for unemployment, health and life risks. Of course, since UI and 

workers" compensation benefits are valued benefits, they might be associated with wage 

reductions. Chen and Coles (1992) summarizes a set of studies using modem evidence 

that shows the impact of UI benefits on wages. They also show the trade-off between Ul 

benefits and wages using annual US aggregate data for the years 1929-1967 and conclude 
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that a 10% increase in UI benefits would allow the representative worker to accept a 

1.18% point decrease in the wage rate. 

Topel (1984) shows the impact of Ul on equalizing wage differences using the 

pooled 1977-1980 Current Population Survey and concludes that UI reduces the 

magnitude of compensating wage differentials. He finds that a typical worker who is 

eligible for weekly UI benefits equal to half of his consumable earnings receives a wage 

premium of about 1% for each point of unemployment, but this premium declines to zero 

for a worker whose lost earnings would be replaced completely by UI. 

-A-dams (1985) also found similar results using the Panel Study of Income 

Dynamics 1970-1976 data and concluded that a rise in the UI replacement ratio of 1% 

induces a fall in the wage rate of 0.07 to 0.42% which seems excessive given that 

unemployment occurs nationally only 6% of the time. 

Similarly. Moore and Viscusi (1990) summarizes a set of studies using modem 

evidence that show that increases in workers" compensation benefit levels are associated 

with reductions in wage rates. When they estimate wage equations, including the 

replacement rate of workers' compensation, they find that higher levels of workers 

compensation lead to a decrease in the base wage level and the trade off between the 

wage rate and workers compensation exceeds the actuarial costs of benefits. 

Fishback and Kantor (1995) have constructed three separate panel data sets for 

relatively dangerous industries in the early 1900s and estimated a (In)wage equation 

including the present value of the stream of payments a worker or his family would have 



l ablc 3.9 

Summary of Some Studies on the Impact of U1 
and Workers' Compensation On Wages 

Author(s) Sample Risk Variable 
Adams 

I'opel 

Chen-Coles 

Moore-
Viscusi 

Fishback-
Kantor 

Waves 4 to 10 of PSID Vector of 
unemployment 
measures 

CPS surveys 1977-80 State unemployment 
rate 

US aggregate time series Unemployment rate 
1929-67 

QliS 1977 

Panel data constructed 
by authors 1910-23 

Benefit Var. (UJ^ 
Published data on UI 
replacement ratio 

UI replacement rate 
R=bi/w(l-tj) 
UI payments per 
unemployed person 
annual 

Benefit Var. (WCj 

l.ost workday cases, 
hazard perceptions 

Accident rate (for coal 
miners) 

temporary total 
benefits 
Ri=bi/\vi(l-ti) 
Expected accident 
compensation 
(calculated by 
authors) 
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received for industrial accidents as an independent variable. Their results also show that 

the introduction of workers" compensation and changes in post-accident compensation 

were associated with a decline in wage rates. However, they were unable to examine the 

effect of worker's compensation for occupational diseases. 

Table 3.9 presents a comparison of some studies of the influence of UI and 

workers" compensation benefit levels on wage rates. 

3.4. Empirical Model 

Unemployment Insurance emerged in the Depression era and was claimed to 

provide financial relief to workers and their families during spells of temporary 

unemployment. Looking at the years between 1933-1939 provides an opportunity to see 

whether imposition of UL along with workers' compensation and occupational diseases 

laws, influenced wage rates or if these laws can be viewed simply as social insurance 

efforts. 

To discover who paid for these nonwage compensations in consideration and how 

much, the impact of these programs on wage rates, prices and profits needs to be 

examined. Hamermesh (1977) notes that three different groups could bear the tax paid by 

the employers: (1) workers, in the form of lower wages: (2) employers, in the form of 

lower profits; and (3) consumers, including both workers and employers through higher 

product prices. One implication he emphasizes is that unless the economy were heavily 

monopolized beforehand, few excess profits could bear the burden of the tax. If there 
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were only ordinarv* profits, the employer could not bear the tax; if he had to do so. he 

would eventually go out of business. Hamermesh also indicates that since in the United 

States the extent of monopoly profits as a fraction of all profits is not likely to be very 

large, it is unlikely that employers will bear the lax burden in the long run. Eventually, it 

will be shifted either backward onto workers or forward onto customers. He also indicates 

that price elasticities would not allow a shift of the burden forwards. Consumers would 

switch to those products whose prices declined in relative terms after the system was in 

place. In this study, therefore, the impact of these programs on wage rates is examined. 

Viewed only as social insurance, ftmding support of these protection programs 

represents a cost to firms, which must then bear the burden of this effort with no 

incentives created for the firms. But if employers, as the theory and empirical evidence 

suggests, do not ultimately pay the tax. why are they so concerned about keeping it down, 

and why do they lobby so vigorously against UI tax increases? Hamermesh (1977) lists 

several reasons that are consistent \Aith our discussion; First, because of the lags in 

pricing and perception, employers do bear most of the tax during the period after it is 

initially raised, especially during the first year. Second, large firms having monopoly 

power are likely to envision reduced profits as a result of the tax. while small employers 

fear they may be the ones forced to leave the industry. Therefore, the impact of these 

programs on wage rates has also been estimated using the lagged values of the benefits. 

The following example conceptually shows that the rate of substitution between 

wages and benefits is negative; Suppose that there are two possible states. In state 1 the 
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worker is employed (or uninjured) and in State 2 the worker is unemployed (or injured) 

experiencing utility levels Uhx) and U-(x) respectively, where x represents the 

consumption level. Given the probability of being laid off (or being injured) p. the 

worker's expected utility function G will be 

(1) { \ - p ) U ' [ { \ - t ) n ]  +  p U - { b )  =  G  

where. 

(I -t)w = after tax wage the worker is paid 

b = the level of UI benefits. 

t = tax rate. 

The rate of trade off between wages and the benefits that maintains the worker's welfare 

is 

p) _  -  p U ]  
cib G .̂ (i_p)(i_,)t/| 

In a situation in which the tax rate is zero and the insurance (either workers' 

compensation or UI) is available on an actuarially fair basis, following Moore and 

Viscusi (1990) we have the result that income will be allocated across the two states so 

that U'^ equals LJ\ In this perfect markets case, equation (2) reduces to 

(3) — = ——<Q for 0<p<l 
d b  1  —  p .  
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Equation (3) shows the amount of wage that workers are willing to trade off when they 

are employed (or headthy) for an additional $1 in compensation when they are laid off (or 

dw 
injured) and for 0<p<L — is negative. 

db 

Previous studies on the influence of social protection programs on wages have 

taken into consideration either the effect of UI or workers" compensation on wages. This 

study will examine the latter two along with compensation for occupational diseases 

since all are job attributes for which compensating wage differentials might exist. 

The empirical specification of the reduced-form wage equation will be as follows: 

= A * +  P , O D „  + M ,  + P , N „  
k=\ 

+ ar,5, +«. V, 

where. 

/= the state index 

t= the year index 

y= the industry index 

wiji = the average real hourly wage rate for the i"** state in the industry for year t; 

SI }'(. dj= vectors of the state, year and industry dummies 

y = the discounted present value of the weighted average of workers" 

compensation benefits for different types of accidents ( k= death, permanent partial, 

temporary) 
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B'J = the discounted present value of the UI benefit 

OZ),Y=the occupational diseases dummy variable. 

A j  -  the national total accident rate in the industry. 

Nil = employment rate 

Vjjt = value added in the industr>-

Cit - The cross regional cost of living index . 

sijt = error term, where E(8)=0. and Var(E)=a. 

In the state UI laws or Workers' Compensation laws benefit levels are indicated 

as a percentage of the weekly wage of the worker. Also, for each kind of benefit, 

minimum and maximum weekly benefits and the duration of the benefit payments are 

specified. Combining this information the weekly benefit amounts are calculated as 

follows: 

5/7= \vfi*\vba if min Bit Wfi*wba <max Bit 

= max Bit'/ ̂ *>7 > = max Bit 

= min Bit'/^VYi*\vba <= min Bit 

where Bit is the weekly benefit of the social insurance program, nyi is the national 

average weekly wage for the manufacturing industr\'. who, max Bit min Bit the 

weekly benefit amount as a percentage of weekly wage, and the maximum and minimum 

amounts determined by state laws. For the analysis, the discounted present value of each 

benefit has been used. Also, since the workers" compensation laws had different 



Table 3.10 
Regional Relative Cost of Living Indices 1933-1939 

New Mid Kast- West- South Kast- West- Mountain Pacific 
Hngland Atlantic North North Atlantic South South 

Central Central Central Central 
1933 0.959 1 0.914 0.923 0.9091 0.8723 0.891 0.8805 0.9472 
1934 0.946 1 0.901 0.912 0.8986 0.8612 0.874 0.8641 0.9244 
1935 0.929 1 0.893 0.900 0.8798 0.8428 0.859 0.8562 0.9037 
1936 1.078 1 1.053 1.056 1.0601 0.9796 0.9933 1.001 1.0563 
1937 1.053 I 1.047 1.041 0.9996 0.9636 0.9761 1.0102 1.0508 
1938 1.039 1 1.028 1.016 0.9751 0.9456 0.9561 1.005 1.0373 
1939 0.012 1 1.009 1.001 0.9562 0.9285 0.9369 0.9953 1.0187 
Source: Calculated from Monthly Labor Review, January 1940, p. 143 and Under!, Peter, Fertility ami Scarcity in America, 
1978, Appendix G. 
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provisions for death, permanent total and partial disabilities, these benefits are weighted 

with accident probabilities. Appendix 2 explains the benefits calculations in more detail. 

The empirical wage equation is merely a reduced form locus of tangencies of 

indifference curves and isoprofit curves. The reduced form contains variables affecting 

the employers" wage offer function and the workers" wage acceptance function. On the 

labor demand side, the employers" offers were influenced by worker productivity. The 

measurable characteristics of jobs take place on the labor supply side. Social insurance 

benefits are positive attributes of job. whereas restrictions on working time, accident 

rates, and interregional differences take place in the reduced form as unfavorable job 

attributes. Theoretically, the coefficients of the benefit variables are expected to have 

negative signs since they are positive aspects of jobs because the more generous the 

relative compensation for any given accident, disease, or unemployment risk, the lower 

the wage can be to attract workers. Similarly the "accident rate" variable as a measure of 

workplace safety and the "average hours worked'" variable as an indication of layoff risk 

or work sharing possibility are e.xpected to have positive impacts on wages since they are 

unfavorable aspects of jobs. Jobs offering unfavorable working conditions must pay 

premiums as compensating wage differences. 

3.5. The Data 

The Census of Manufactures for 1933. 1935. 1937 and 1939 have the man-hour statistics 

for selected industries which were compiled by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. 



Table 3.11 

I'ixed 1*fleets Estimates of In (real wages) with Lagged Benefits 

Dependent variable: In (real hourly wages) (in cents 1967^ 100) 
Variable Mean Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient 

(Std. Dev.) (t-ratio) (t-ratio) (t-ratio) (t-ratio) 
Lagged I-xpected Workers' 2LI34 -0.001525 -0.00327 -0.00328 -0.0081 
Comp. Benefit (6.456) (1.548) (1.916) (1.952) (3.471) 
Lagged IJI Benefit 92.455 -0.000012 0.000013 0.0000075 0.0000074 

(186.822) (0.678) (0.431) (0.245) (0.242) 
Lagged Occupational Diseases 0.290 -0.00244 0.00354 0.005 0.0065 
Dummy-Method 1 (0.454) (0.262) (0.205) (0.290) (0.383) 
l.agged Occupational Diseases 0.069 -0.0016 0.0182 0.022 0.0235 
Dummy-Method2 (0.254) (0.067) (0.439) (0.546) (0,575) 
Lagged Occupational Diseases 0.0971 0.0177 0.0359 0.044 0.0516 
Dummy-Methods (0.296) (0.795) (0.890) (1.102) (1.295) 
Average hours worked 167.318 -0.0027 -0.0022 -0.0031 -0.003 

(17.708) (17.839) (9.450) (12.218) (12.169) 
Value Added per man-hour 4.102 0.025 0.0169 0.011 0.0107 

(2.701) (20.707) (12.287) (7.234) (7.073) 
Lagged l-mployment 1.726 -0.00025 -0.00035 -0.0003 -0.000293 
growth rale (12.614) (0.739) (0.601) (0.537) (0.506) 
Cross regional index 0.9679 0.163 0.109 0.120 0.115 

(0.0619) (1.836) (0.655) (0.733) (0.704) 
Total Accident i'robability 0.04115 1.805 0.509 

(0.0133) (8.909) (1.057) 



Lagged Workers' Comp. Benefit* 1.451 0.0625 
Total Accident Prob. (0.680) (2.967) 
Intercept 5.068 5.126 5.172 5.279 

(51.366) (28.448) (29.120) (29.173) 
Industry Dummy 71 of72 170118 17on8 l 7 o f l 8  
Year Dummy 3 of 4 3 of 4 3 of 4 3 of 4 
Slate Dummy 47or48 47 of 48 47 of 48 47or48 
N 4592 2664 2664 2664 
R2 0.8174 0.6467 0.6572 0.6584 
Absolute values of t-slatistics are in pareiUheses below coefficient estimates. Coefficients of the industry, year and state 
dummies arc available upon request. 
The mean of the dependent variable is 123.748 (in 1967 cents). 
lixpected workers' compensation and U1 benefits are from I'able lb and 8 respectively, but converted into 1967 dollars. 
Hourly wages, average hours worked and value added per man-hour variables are from US Department of Commerce 
Bureau ofCensus and US Department of l.abor Bureau of Labor Statistics, Census oj Manufiwlures: 1933-1935-1^37-
1939. 
The total accident probability is obtained by weighing each kind of accident probability with its potential duration . 
(death (40 years), pemianent partial(2() years , assuming that a typical worker loses 50% of his productivity), and 
temporary(5 weeks)). 
Employment rates are from Wallis (1989) 
Cross regional index is from Table 3.10. 



Table 3.12 

Fixed lilTecls Hstimates of In (real wages) with Benefits 

Dependent variable; In (real hourly wages) (in cents 1967=100) 

Variable Mean Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient 
(Std. Dev.) (t-ratio) (t-ratio) (t-ratio) (t-ratio) 

Expected Workers' Comp. 21.7013 -0.00153 -0.0032 -0.0032 -0.00839 
Benefit (6.8340) (1.294) (1.544) (1.588) (3.265) 
Ui Benefit 142.077 0.0000465 0.000011 0.000006 0.000003 

(228.753) (1.627) (0.217) (0.112) (0.060) 
Occupational Diseases Dummy 0.3425 0.011 0.012 0.014 0.016 
(Method 1) (0.4746) (1.218) (0.742) (0.875) (0.986) 
Occupational Diseases Dummy 0.0772 0.038 0.054 0.057 0.0579 
(Method 2) (0.267) (1.816) (1.490) (1.584) (1.616) 
Occupational Diseases Dummy 0.1012 0.0033 0.053 0.064 0.0795 
(Method 3) (0.3016) (0.104) (0.924) (1.123) (1.399) 
Average hours worked 167.318 -0.0027 -0.002 -0.003 -0.003 

(17.708) (17.774) (9.455) (12.232) (12.161) 
Value Added per man-hour 4.102 0.0249 0.017 0.0109 0.0107 

(2.701) (20.687) (12.278) (7.217) (7.069) 
I-mployment Growth Rate 6.576 -0.0000532 0.00046 0.00042 0.00049 

(6.0650) (0.120) (0.596) (0.558) (0.640) 
Cross Regional Index 0.9679 0.163 0.0986 0.117 0.1139 

(0.0619) (1.804) (0.585) (0.705) (0.687) 
I'otal Accident Probability 0.04115 1.810 0.328 

(0.0133) (8.935) (0.656) 

>o lO 



Workers' Comp. Benefit* 0.8930 0.0682 
Total Accident Probability (0.4013) (3.241) 
Intercept 5.045 5.129 5.168 5.284 

(50.182) (28.005) (28.634) (28.771) 
Industry Dummy 71 of72 17 oris 17of 18 17 of 18 
Year Dummy 3 of 4 3 of 4 3 of 4 3 of 4 
State Dummy 47or48 47 of 48 47 of 48 47 of 48 
N 4592 2664 2664 2664 
R- 0.8112 0.6468 0.6574 0.6588 

Absolute values of l-statistics are in parentheses below coefficient estimates. Coefficients of the industry, year and 
state dummies are available upon request. 
I'he mean of the dependent variable is 123.748 (in 1967 cents). 
Expected workers' compensation and Ul benefits are from Table lb and 8 respectively, but converted into 1967 dollars. 
Hourly wages, average hours worked and value added per man-hour variables are from US Department of Commerce 
Bureau of Census and US Department of Labor Bureau of Labor Statistics, Census of KUmufcwlures: 1933-1935-1937-
1939. 
The total accident probability is obtained by weighing each kind of accident probability with its potential duration . 
(death (40 years), penHanei\t partial(20 years , assuming that a typical worker loses 50% of his productivity), and 
temporary(5 weeks)]. 
Employment rates are from Wallis (1989) 
Cross regional index is from l able 3.10. 

VO 
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Department of Labor, in cooperation with the Bureau of the Census, the Department of 

Commerce. The first report on man-hour statistics, for 1933. covered 32 industries. An 

endeavor was made in subsequent years to e.xpand the scope of the statistics and to extend 

the survey to additional industries and industry groups. Thus. 59 industries were 

represented in the 1935 report. 105 in 1937 and 171 in 1939. The wage data are adjusted 

according to industry classifications. Each census has information on average monthly 

hours per wage earner, and hourly wage rates, value of products, cost of materials, and 

value added per man-hour as well as number of wage earners and number of 

establishments for selected states. 

Information on workers" compensation and UI benefits are obtained from the state 

statutes and the various issues of Monthly Labor Review. The industrial injury rates are 

obtained from the January 1937 issue of Monthly Labor Review. The injury rates are 

assumed to be constant across states and over time. 

The monetary terms in the regressions have been converted into real terms by 

using the national CPI (1967=100). The cross regional cost of living index used in the 

regressions is presented in Table 3.10\ 

3.6. Results 

The fixed effects regression estimates for the natural logarithm of the real hourly wages 

(in 1967 cents) are presented in Tables 3.11-3.12. Table 3.11 includes lagged benefit 

variables as regressors since it may take a while for wages to adjust to the changes in 
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laws. Table 3.12 presents results with contemporaneous benefit variables. Stale dummy 

variables control for geographic differences in labor market conditions that are constant 

throughout the period. Year dummies control for labor market differences that are the 

same for all states in that year. Industry dummies control for the differences across 

industries. The fixed effects model assumes that differences across units can be captured 

in the differences in the constant term and can be viewed as parametric shifts of the 

regression fianction. The total data set has information on wages and benefits for 48 states 

and a total of 72 industries for the years 1933.1935.1937. and 1939. In this data set the 

total number of observations is 4592. However, accident rates were available only for 

eighteen industries. Therefore, when accident rates are included in the regressions, the 

number ot observations drops to 2664. The third columns of the tables show the 

regression results for the whole data set whereas the last three columns include regression 

results with the smaller data set including "total accident probability" and the interaction 

of accident probability with the workers" compensation benefit variable. 

As can be seen from the tables, wage rates are positively related with the value 

added per man-hour in the industry, where value added is the difference between the cost 

of materials and the product value. Value added per man-hour represents the increment 

created by the manufacturing process and it is included in the regressions as a measure of 

productivity. As expected, higher productivity levels are associated with higher wages. 

To measure the impact of changes in labor demand for the entire state, the employment 

growth rate for each state is included in the analysis. However, the impact of the 
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employment growth rate is not statistically significant during the period under 

consideration. 

A cross regional price inde.x is included in the regressions to control for the 

regional differences in cost of living. The theor\' suggests that workers living in higher 

cost regions are paid higher wages. The coefficient of the regional price inde.x is positive 

and statistically significant when the whole data set is considered; however, when the 

data set is limited to 18 industries, the cross regional index loses its statistical 

significance. 

There is a negative and statistically significant relationship between real hourly 

wages and the average number of hours worked by wage earners. During this period of 

high unemployment . it appears that workers in industries where typical weekly hours 

were lower received higher wages. This finding might be consistent with employers using 

work sharing in industries with higher wages. Also, this might indicate that workers who 

face high layoff or work sharing risk are compensated for this aspect of their jobs by 

receiving higher wages, everything else held constant. 

The major focus of this research is to analyze the impact of social insurance programs on 

wage rates. Workers" Compensation laws classify four different types of accidents —fatal, 

permanent total disability, permanent partial disability, and temporary disability— each 

with a different payout scheme. Following Fishback and Kantor (1995). the probability 

of an accident multiplied by the present value of the stream of benefits paid to the worker 

if he were to experience an industrial accident is used as an expected benefit measure for 
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workers' compensation. National injur\' rates in 18 manufacturing industries in 1935 are 

used as a proxy for the accident probabilities*. Expected workers" compensation benefits 

had a negative and statistically significant effect on wages, especially with the smaller 

sample and when the total accident probability was controlled for. A one dollar increase 

in expected benefits caused wages to decrease by .15 to .32 per cent. Evaluating at the 

sample means, if the representative worker's expected annual benefits increased by one 

dollar, this would cause a minimum of a 3.774 dollars decrease in his annual real 

income'. The lower bound of these results is quite similar to the results of previous 

historical studies by Fishback and Kantor (1995) and modem studies by Moore and 

Viscusi (1990). The impact is still negative but statistically insignificant when the 

regressions are run on contemporaneous benefit levels (see Table 3.12). 

The annual accident rate is calculated by weighting each kind of accident 

probability (death, permanent partial, and temporary) with its potential duration'". 

Theoretically, workers who are exposed to higher accident rates are expected to get 

compensating differentials since higher accident rates are associated with higher risks to 

life and health. The coefficient on Table 3.11 shows that higher accident rates are 

associated with higher wages as the compensating differences theory suggests. A one per 

centage point increase in accident rate causes wage rates to go up 1.8 times. 

The unemployment insurance benefit variable used in the regressions is the present value 

of total benefits. Because of the unavailability of state level unemployment rates. UI 

benefits are not weighted by the probability of being unemployed. A typical worker is 



assumed to receive UI benefits for the period of the maximum duration specified by 

different state laws. This assumption is not binding, taking into consideration the very-

high unemployment rate prevaiHng during the time period in question. As can be seen 

from Table 3.11 which allows a year for wages to adjust to changes in laws by using the 

lagged values of benefit variables, UI benefits did not have any significant impact on 

wage rates. As explained earlier, the analyses are drawn from the data set which covers 

the years 1933 through 1939. Except Wisconsin, all other states started paying benefits 

during and after January 1938. Therefore, the study can capture only the introductory-

years of UI. This may be one of the reasons for not observing the impacts of UI benefits 

on wage rates. Also, during the Great Depression with a national unemployment rate well 

above 10 per cent throughout, labor markets may not have been responding 

immediately to changes in legislation. In future research. 1936 cross section micro 

level consumer data will be analyzed comparing Wisconsin to other states with similar 

characteristics. 

The states which compensated for disabilities due to occupational diseases are 

represented with dummy variables. Three different dummy variables were generated for 

states compensating for occupational diseases using different methods. There are three 

usual methods of covering occupational diseases in the workers' compensation acts; First, 

by naming the specific occupational diseases which are compensable; second, by the 

inclusion of all occupational diseases within blanket provisions; and third, by using the 

word "injury" instead of "accident" in the law (Table 3.3). Wages in states paying 
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compensation for occupational diseases were not statistically significEintiy different from 

wages in the remaining states. Even though three different dummy variables were used to 

capture the variation among state laws for compensation for occupational diseases, actual 

laws varied in the types and numbers of diseases they compensate. Using dummy 

variables may not be capturing the impacts properly. In a future research, occupational 

disease benefits will be elaborated in a more detailed way 

3.7. Conclusion 

The Great Depression of the 1930"s resulted in a very high national 

unemployment rate, which initiated the Ul system. The analyses of wage rates in 72 

manufacturing industries between 1933-1939 showed that workers" compensation 

benefits had a negative and statistically significant impact on wages especially when a 

year's lag was allowed for market adjustments. This result is in accordance with previous 

modem and historical studies. Also, as the compensating differences theory suggests, 

higher accident rates, limited working hours and higher regional cost of living had a 

positive impact on wage rates. However, the analyses failed to reveal the presence of 

compensating wages differentials for the introduction of unemployment insurance and 

compensation for occupational diseases. The presence of compensating differences 

during the Depression for some forms of social insurance but not for other forms is 

somewhat puzzling. Part of the explanation might arise due to the newness of 

unemployment insurance programs. UI was finally functioning only at the end of the 
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decade. Therefore, we might need to add more data from 1940 and 1941 before we will 

find compensating differentials for unemployment insurance. Further research also needs 

to be done to better measure the extent to which wage losses from occupational diseases 

were covered in different states. 
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Endnotes 

' See Summers (1989) for different valuations of mandated benefits by different workers, 

and the difference between public provision of benefits vs. mandated benefits. 

• Commons. John R. et.al. History of Labor in the United States 1896-1932. p.620. 

" The Ohio Comission on UI Report. 1932. Part I. "Conclusions and Recommendations". 

p.70 

"* The Social Security Board. First Annual Report of the Social Security Board. Part I. 

1936. p. 17 

^ The Social Security Board. Third Annual Report of the Social Security Board. Part ///, 

1938. p. 42. 

^ The Social Security Board. Fourth Annual Report of the Social Security Board. Part 

in. 1939. p. 39 

" The cost of living variables that were available through Monthly Labor Review were 

inde.xed to 100 for 1923-25. but did not take into consideration the variation across 

regions. In order to take into consideration the cost of living variations across regions 

and years, these figures are benchmarked. using Linden's (1978) regional cost of living 

relatives for years 1930 and 1940. 

' Loss of a hand is used for permanent partial disability, assuming that the loss of a hand 

temporarily disabled a worker fully for 15 weeks before he could return to work. It is also 

assumed that the temporary disability put workers out of work for 5 weeks. 
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^ Average hours worked per year is t£iken as 2000. whicii is the mean value of total 

number of hours worked. 

Death:40 years; permanent partial: 20 years assuming that a typical worker loses 50% 

of his productivity': and temporary : 5 weeks. 

'' Results remain unchanged when the regressions are run using dummy variables taking 

the value one for states and years in which the laws were in effect, and zero otherwise. 

Linear specification of the model yielded similar results, as well. 
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4. A PANEL STUDY OF THE IMPACT OF UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE ON 

WAGE RATES: 1979-1992 

So far historical labor markets with or without social insurance programs have 

been analyzed. The Great Depression presented a labor market with ver\- high 

unemployment rate which initiated the welfare state and introduced Unemployment 

Insurance to the economic system. However, the modem labor market's reaction to the 

same mandated benefit may be different since the underlying institutional structure is not 

the same. Therefore, in this section, compensating wage differences against 

unemployment risk and the impact of Unemployment Insurance (UI) benefits on those 

differences in modem labor markets is analyzed. The National Longitudinal Survey of 

Youth (NLSY) provided the data for the empirical test of the theor\'. This micro level 

panel data set enables me to focus on the trade-off between wages and disagreeable job 

characteristics (like high unemployment rate) and the trade-off between wages and non 

wage forms of compensation (like Unemployment Insurance) while controlling for the 

differences arising from educational investments and other individual characteristics. 

4.1. Empirical Model 

To analyze the impact of UI benefits on wages, a human capital earnings model 

with unemployment risk and expected UI benefits (as a measure of working condition) is 

utilized in a log linear and additive form. 

The empirical specification of the wage equation is as follows: 

lnw„ =/3O+/3,X„ +or.A/"' 

where; 
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i = the individual index, 

t= the year index. 

In \v„ = the natural logarithm of the real weekly wage, 

A'= the vector of personal characteristics (education, experience, experience squared) 

U,t= the unemployment rate for the labor market of the individual, 

R,t^'= the expected imemployment insurance benefit. 

D= the industry dummy variables. 

the occupation dummy variables, 

D= the residence dimimy variable (urban=l/rural=0). 

The geocode version of the NLSY survey provides information about the 

residential state of each respondent, and the average weekly income from UI benefits. 

The expected benefit variable R,,^' used in the analysis is obtained by weighting the 

average weekly benefits calculated using the state UI laws with the probability of that 

individual receiving an UI benefit for each state and year . The probability of receiving 

UI benefits can also be interpreted as the joint probability of being unemployed and 

receiving UI benefits for the participants in the labor force. More explicitly U", can be 

written as follows: 

U,„ U + E U + E 

where U-^E indicates the total number of employed and unemployed people (including 

people with job but not at work), U,ji is the number of unemployed persons in individual 

i's state, and U,ji^ is the number of UI claimants in individual Ts state. Total expected 
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unemployment benefits are calculated by multiplying the weekly benefits by the average 

number of weeks the UI benefits have been received in each state for each year. For the 

calculations of UI benefits, the legal provisions (weekly benefit amounts, minimum 

amounts, maximum amounts and their duration) specified by the UI laws of each state are 

utilized. Using a computer algorithm very similar to the one used for the benefit 

calculations in Chapter 3. the present value of the UI benefit is calculated. Table 4.1 

presents the state level weekly benefits and the present value of total benefits for a 

worker who has exhausted the maximum duration for each year and state. For the benefit 

calculations, the average weekly manufacturing wage for each state is used. In most of 

the states the weekly maximum UI benefit is reached. The geocode version of NLSY 

provides information on the state each respondent resides. Respondents in the sample are 

matched with the provisions of state UI laws according to the state that live in, and as an 

expected benefit measure the total and weekly benefits weighted with the probability of 

receiving UI benefit in each state and for each year is used. 

A positive value is expected for the coefficient of unemployment rate, since 

compensating wage differentials theory suggests higher compensating wage rates for 

higher risks. 

Theoretically, the coefficient of the expected benefit variable is expected to have 

a negative sign since it is a positive aspect of the job. 

In order to capture the unobserved individual-productivity related factors, the 

Two-Way Fixed Effects Model is utilized, including the group dummy variables and the 

year dummy variables. 



Table 4.1 
Weekly and Total Benefits Across States According to the Provisions of State Ul Laws 

State 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 
AL 90.00 90.00 90.00 90.00 120.00 120.00 120.00 120.00 120.00 145.00 150.00 

2310.99 2310.99 2308.77 2310.99 3081.32 3081,32 3081.32 3081.32 3081.32 3723,27 3851.65 
AR 114.20 125.20 133.80 136.00 136.00 1.54.00 155.20 157.60 161.40 165,20 170.20 

2929.57 3211.76 3432.37 3488.81 3488.81 3950.56 3981.35 4042.91 4140.40 4237,88 4366,14 
AZ 90.00 95,00 95,00 115.00 115.00 115.00 125.00 135.00 135.00 145,00 155.00 

2308.77 2437.04 2434.69 2950.10 2950.10 2950.10 3206.63 3463.16 3463.16 3719.69 3976,22 
CA 120.00 120,00 136,00 166.00 166.00 166.00 166.00 166.00 166,00 166,00 190.00 

3078.36 3078.36 3488,8! 4258.40 4258.40 4258.40 4258.40 4258.40 4258.40 4258.40 4874,07 
CO 91.56 99,36 103,56 107.64 110.88 114.24 117.84 120.60 124.56 125,28 131,28 

2348.79 2548,88 2656.63 2761.29 2844.41 2930,60 3022.95 3093.75 3195.34 3213,81 3367,73 
CT 141.60 153,40 171.00 175.20 184.40 191,40 201.40 209.20 215.60 224,20 230,60 

3635.96 3938.96 1390.89 4498.73 4734.97 4914,71 5171.49 5371.77 5536.11 5756.94 5921,28 
Dli 150.00 150,00 150.00 150.00 165.00 165,00 195.00 205.00 205.00 205.00 225,00 

3851.65 3851,65 3851.65 3851.65 4236.82 4236.82 5007.15 5263.93 5263.93 5263.93 5777,48 
FL 95.00 105.00 105.00 125.00 150.00 150.00 160.40 163.20 167.80 173,40 179,60 

2437.04 2693.57 2693.57 3206.63 3847.95 3847.95 4114.74 4186.57 4304.58 4448,23 4607,28 
GA 90.00 90.00 115.00 115.00 125.00 125,00 135.00 145.00 155.00 165,00 175,00 

2308.77 2308.77 2947.26 2950.10 3206.63 3206.63 3463.16 3719.69 3976.22 4232,75 4493,60 
111 142.06 156.62 165.78 171.18 173.68 179.92 184.29 193.44 204.67 215.70 228.59 

3644.37 4017,88 4248.57 4391.39 4455.42 4615,49 4727.54 4962.32 5250.45 5533,25 5864.07 
ID 121.00 132.00 145.00 159.00 159.00 173,00 179.00 185,00 188.00 193,00 200.00 

3104.01 3386,20 3719.69 4078.83 4078.83 4437,97 4591.89 4745.81 4822.77 4951,03 5130.60 
IL 155.00 165.50 173.00 388.00 185.00 185,00 185.00 193.50 203.00 215,50 224,22 

3976.22 4245.57 4437.97 194.00 4745,81 4745.81 4745.81 4963.86 5207.56 5528,22 5752,02 
IN 35,00 40.00 40.00 40.00 40,00 40,00 40.00 40.00 40.00 128,50 128,50 

897.86 1026.12 1025.13 1026.12 1026.12 1026,12 1026.12 1026.12 1026.12 3296.41 3296.41 
10 139.50 149.00 161.00 174.00 159.50 159,.50 176.00 180..50 186.00 194.00 201.50 

3532,04 3825.98 4134.11 4455.05 4095.59 4095,59 4514.93 4630.37 4776.05 4981.47 5174.05 
KS 123.00 136.00 149.00 163.00 163.00 175.00 190.00 197.00 204.00 210.00 216.00 

3155.32 3488.81 3822.30 4181.44 4181.44 4489.28 4874.07 5053.64 5233.21 5387.13 5541.05 



KY 120.00 128.00 140.00 140.00 140.00 
3081.32 3286.74 3594.88 3594.88 3594.88 

LA 149,00 164.00 183,00 205.00 205.00 
4112.38 4526.38 5050.78 5657.98 5258.87 

MA 147.18 151.88 164.23 185.12 188.09 
4348.22 4487.09 4851.95 5469.00 5556.60 

MD 106.00 120.00 140.00 153.00 165.00 
2721.84 3081.32 3594.88 3928.69 4236.82 

Ml- 120.00 130.00 144.00 155.00 166.00 
3081.32 3338.10 3697.59 3976.22 4258.40 

Ml 116.50 116.50 182.00 197.00 197.00 
2991.45 2991.45 4673.34 5058.51 5058.51 

MN 150.00 162.00 177.00 184.00 191.00 
3847.95 4155.79 4540.58 4720.15 4899.73 

MO 105.00 105.00 105.00 105.00 105.00 
2693.57 2693,57 2693.57 2693.57 2693.57 

MS 90.00 90.00 90.00 105.00 105.00 
2308.77 2308.77 2308.77 2693.57 2693.57 

Mr 119.00 131.00 145.00 158.00 166.00 
3052.71 3360.54 3719.69 4053.18 4258.40 

NB 106.00 106,00 106.00 106.00 120.00 
2719.22 2719.22 2719.22 2719.22 3078.36 

NC 107.40 118.80 127.00 100.00 140.20 
2755.13 3047.58 2565.30 2565.30 3596.55 

ND 131.00 142.40 150.00 154.60 157.20 
3360.54 3652.99 3847.95 3965.96 4032.65 

Nil 114.00 114.00 132.00 132.00 141,00 
2927.26 2927.26 3389.46 3389.46 3620,55 

NJ 123.00 133.00 145.00 158.00 170,00 
3155.32 3411.85 3719.69 4053.18 4361,01 

NM 106.00 24.00 130.00 142.00 145,00 
2719.22 615.67 3334.89 3642,73 3719.69 

NV 115.00 123.00 136.00 149,00 158.00 
2952.93 3158.36 3492.17 3825,98 4057.08 

NY 125.00 125.00 125.00 125.00 170.00 
3206.63 3206.63 3206.63 3206.63 4361.01 

140.00 140,00 
3594.88 3594.88 
205.00 205.00 
5258.87 5258.87 
199.15 204.50 
5108.77 6040.35 
175.00 175.00 
4493.60 4493.60 
173.50 182.50 
3773.28 4681.67 
197.00 197.00 
5058.51 5058.51 
198.00 228.00 
5079.30 5848.89 
120.00 125.00 
3078.36 3206.63 
115.00 115.0 
2950,10 2950.10 
171.00 171.00 
4386,67 4386.67 
120.00 126,00 
3078.36 3232,28 
145.80 150,80 
3740.21 3868,47 
161.00 163,80 
4130.14 4201,96 
141.00 150,00 
3620.55 3851,65 
203.00 214.00 
5207.56 5489.74 
150.00 154.00 
3847.95 3950.56 
162.00 166.00 
4159.79 4262.50 
180.00 180.00 
4617.54 4617.54 

140.00 151.00 
3594.88 3877.33 
205.00 191.00 
5258.87 4899.73 
216,19 230.13 
6386.82 6798.67 
195.00 195.00 
5007.15 5007.15 
190,00 201.00 
4874,07 5156.26 
197.00 229.00 
5058,51 5880.19 
239.00 250.00 
6131.07 6413.25 
130.00 140.00 
3334.89 3591.42 
130.00 130.00 
3334.89 3334.89 
179.00 181.00 
4591.89 4643.20 
126.00 134.00 
3232.28 3437.50 
156.80 162.40 
4022.39 4166.05 
168.60 133.76 
4325.10 3431.35 
150.00 156.00 
3851.65 4005.72 
228.00 241.00 
5848.89 6182.38 
158.00 158.00 
4053.18 4053.18 
171.00 177.00 
4390.89 4544.95 
180.00 180.00 
4617.54 4617.54 

166.00 186.00 
4262.50 4776.05 
181.00 181.00 
4643.20 4643.20 
240.53 252.03 
7105.91 7445.85 
205.00 205.00 
5263,93 5263.93 
213,50 225.00 
5476,92 5771.93 
263.00 275.00 
6753.23 7061.37 
219.00 224.60 
5618.01 5761.67 
150.00 160.00 
3847.95 4104.48 
145.00 145.00 
3719.69 3719.69 
185.00 190.00 
4745.81 4874.07 
134.00 134.00 
3437.50 3437.50 
168.40 175.80 
4339,97 4509,80 
183,00 187,00 
4694,50 4797,11 
156.00 162,00 
4005.72 4159.79 
258.00 279.00 
6618.48 7157.19 
166.00 170.00 
4258.40 4361.01 
184.00 194.00 
4724.70 4981.47 
180.00 222.20 
4617.54 5700.10 



Oil 165.00 175.50 201.40 147.23 190.00 190.00 190.00 190.00 202.50 218.50 238,00 
4232.75 4502.10 5166.52 3776.97 4874.07 4874.07 4874.07 4874.07 5194.74 5605.18 6105,42 

OK 132.00 156.00 176.00 191.57 185.00 197.00 203.84 197.00 197.00 197.00 197,00 
3386.20 4001.87 4514.93 4914.30 4745.81 5053.64 5229.1! 5053.64 5053.64 5053.64 5053,64 

OR 127.00 138.00 158.00 175.00 197.00 204.00 211.00 216.00 222.00 229.00 238.00 
3257.93 3540.12 4053.18 4489.28 5053,64 5233.21 5412.79 5541.05 5694.97 5874.54 6105.42 

PA 161.00 179.00 186.98 193.92 201,07 207.35 211.03 216.23 223.82 230.97 239.20 
4761.00 5288.20 5524.05 5728.88 5157,97 5319.15 5413.64 5547.04 5741.57 5924.99 6136,20 

Rl 122.98 134.20 145.42 152.24 161.26 166.98 173.80 180.40 207.36 217.44 227.03 
3154.81 3442.63 3730.46 3905.41 4136.80 4283.54 4458.49 4627.80 5319.41 5577.99 5823.92 

SC m.oo 117.00 118.00 118.00 118.00 125.00 125.00 125.00 132.00 147.00 165.00 
2847.48 2924.44 3027.06 3027.06 3027.06 3206.63 3206.63 3206.63 3386.20 3770.99 4232,75 

SD 109.00 119.00 129.00 129.00 129.00 129.00 129.00 129.00 140.00 140.00 140,00 
2796.18 3052.71 3309.24 3309.24 3309.24 3309.24 3309.24 3309.24 3591.42 3591,42 3591,42 

FN 100.00 110.00 110.00 110.00 115.00 120.00 120.00 130.00 145.00 155.00 160,00 
2565.30 2821.83 2821.83 2821.83 2950.10 3078.36 3078.36 3334.89 3719.69 3976.22 4104,48 

rx 105.00 126.00 147.00 167.00 182.00 189.00 189.00 203.00 207.38 210.00 217,00 
2693,57 3232.28 3770.99 4284.05 4668.85 4848.42 4848.42 5207.56 5319.82 5387.13 5566,70 

ur 137.00 150.00 166.00 166.00 166.00 186.00 193.00 197.00 202.00 202.80 206,40 
4842.96 5302.51 5868.11 4258.40 4258.40 4771.46 4951.03 5053.64 5181.91 5202.43 5294,78 

VA 122.00 122.00 44.00 138.00 138,00 150.00 159.00 167.00 167.00 176.00 176.00 
3129.67 3129.67 1129.82 3543.52 3543.52 3851.65 4082.75 4288.17 4288.17 4519.27 4519.27 

vr 115.00 125.00 135.00 146.00 146,00 146.00 146.00 154.00 160.00 169,00 178.00 
2950.10 3206.63 3463.16 3745.34 3745.34 3745,34 3745.34 3950.56 4104.48 4335.36 4566.24 

WA 137.00 150.00 163,00 178.00 185,00 185.00 190.00 197.00 205.00 209.00 237.00 
4047.39 4431.45 4815,51 5258.66 5465.46 5465.46 5613.17 5819.97 6056.32 6174.49 7001.70 

Wl 155.00 166,00 179,00 195.60 196.00 196.00 196.00 196.00 200 200.00 225.00 
5184.79 5552,74 5987.59 6542.87 5032.83 8032.83 5032.83 5032.83 5135.54 5135.54 5777.48 

wv 166.00 184,00 194,00 211,00 223.00 225.00 215.90 219.44 224.85 225.00 239.82 
4581.58 5078,38 5354,38 5823,58 6154.77 6209.97 5538.59 5629.30 5768.03 5771.93 6152.21 

WY 131.00 146,00 165,00 180,00 157.00 183.00 192.00 198.00 198.00 200.00 200.00 
3360.54 3745,34 4232.75 4617.54 4027.52 4694.50 4925.38 5079.30 5079.30 5130.60 5130.60 

For the calculations, state UI laws have been used. Each cell represents weekly and annual benefits received in each state in each year. Yearly 
calculations are based on maximum duration assuming that the recipient is exhausting the maximum duration of benefits. 

o oo 
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4.2. The Data 

For the empirical analysis, the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (NLSY) 

1979-1993. sponsored by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. U.S. Department of Labor is 

utilized. The National Longitudinal Surveys are a set of surveys each of which has 

gathered information at multiple points in time on the labor market experiences of five 

groups of American men and women. Sample selection procedures insure that 

conclusions drawn from each group can be generalized. The NLSY is the survey of 

12.686 young men and women who were aged 14-22 in 1979. The survey comprises 15 

years until 1993. For the analysis, the years 1980-1990 are considered. 

For the purposes of this study, in order to eliminate sources of heterogeneity in 

the sample, the sample is limited to white males above 18. Using the information on 

employment status, people who are "keeping the house", "going to school", "unable to 

work", "other", and "in active forces' are excluded to provide results only for people who 

are participating in the labor force, namely who are "employed" and "with job not at 

work", and "unemployed". People who work for "government", who are "self-employed", 

and "without pay" are excluded since they will not be eligible for state UI benefits. Again 

for the same purposes, people in the public administration and agriculture industry, and 

people who described their occupations as "private household' are excluded from the 

sample'. Information on industry and occupation are used to generate industry and 

occupation dummy variables. 
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For the weekly wage variable, annual income from wages and salaries divided by 

52 is used. Expected UI benefits are calculated by weighting the weekly and total benefit 

levels presented in Table 4.1 with the probability of receiving UI benefits. 

The survey also furnishes information about the unemployment rate for the labor 

market of the current residence and the region and the state in which the respondent 

resides. 

The dummy variables indicating whether the respondent was living in an urban or 

rural area, as well as SMSA or not SMSA were also provided by the data. 

All monetary values are converted into real terms using the Consumer Price Inde.x 

(1982-1983=100). 

4.3. Discussion of the Empirical Results 

This paper seeks to determine the extent to which the costs of mandatory UI are 

shifted to covered workers in the form of lower wages. For this purpose a peinel data 

model is estimated using the NLSY data for white males who are in the labor force and in 

the industries covered by state UI laws. 

Table 4.2 presents the OLS estimations with group dummy variables and period 

effects using the state level information on UI benefit levels". Expected UI benefits are 

calculated by weighting the benefit levels presented in Table 4.1 with the probability of 

receiving UI benefits. The coefficients of weekly e.xpected UI benefits and expected total 

UI benefits are negative and statistically significant across different specifications, as 

predicted. A one dollar increase in expected weekly UI benefits causes a 0.24 % decrease 

in weekly wages. Calculating at sample means, this would cause a weekly wages 



Table 4.2 

()I-S with Group Dummy Variables and Period KlTeets Regression Results 
With Expected Benefits Calculated According to Slate UI Laws 

Dependent Variable: In (weekly wage) mean=5.505 

Variable Mean Coefficients Coefficients Coefficients Coefficients 
(t-statistics) (t-statistics) (t-statistics) (t-statistics) 

Constant 5.6798 5.4938 5.6748 5.458 
(8.388) (6.015) (8.381) (6.005) 

FJucation 12.35 -0.054 -0.648 -0.0541 -0.481 
(-1.386) (-3.648) (-1.383) (3.642) 

Education squared 155.8 0.025 0.025 Education squared 
(5.139) (5.133) 

Experience 6.686 -0.032 0.201 -0.032 0.201 
(-0.928) (13.240) (-0.929) (13.236) 

Experience squared 59.41 -0.003 -0.003 -0.003 -0.0028 
(-4..564) (-4.239) (-4.559) (-4.234) 

"Urban" 0.7685 0.046 0.034 0.046 0.034 
(0.915) (0.675) (0.920) (0.680) 

"SMSA" 0.7486 0.079 0.091 0.08 0.091 
(1.480) (1.674) (1.487) (1.681) 

Total Exp. IJl benefit 460.1 -0.00009 -0.00009 Total Exp. IJl benefit 
(-3.151) (-3.098) 

Weekly exp. 17.41 -0.0024 -0.0024 

UI benefit (-3.166) (-3.113) 

Unemployment rate 0.08 -0.431 -0.463 -0.406 -0.438 
(-0.802) (0.859) (-0.753) (-0.811) 

Manufacturing 0.31 0,243 0.244 0.2434 0.2438 
(6.461) (6.443) (6.465) (6.447) 

Mining 0.005 0.044 0.038 0.044 0.0378 
(0.323) (0.281) (0.319) (0.277) 

fransportation 0.067 0.120 0.131 0.120 0.131 
(2.096) (2.272) (2.099) (2.274) 



Trade 0,27 0,039 0.043 0.0386 0.042 
(1.035) (1.129) (1,016) ( I I I ! )  

Finance 0.039 0.079 0.082 0.079 0.0818 
(1.226) (1.253) (1.226) (1.253) 

Repair 0.056 0.0156 0.018 0.0144 0.0178 Repair 
(0.281) (0.343) (0.278) (0.341) 

Personal 0.013 -0.01 -0.0022 -0.0108 -0,0024 
(-0.104) (-0.022) (-0.106) (-0,023) 

Hnterlainiiienl 0.003 -0.141 -0.16 -0.141 -0.161 
(-0.809) (-0.917) (-0.811) (-0.920) 

Professional 0.07 0,054 0.06 0.054 0.059 
(0.979) (1.081) (0.973) (1,074) 

Occ: Manager 0.056 0.133 0.130 0.1335 0.131 Occ: Manager 
(2.702) (2.629) (2.704) (2.631) 

Occ: Sales 0.057 0.018 0.022 0.0188 0.022 
(0.359) (0.425) (0.361) (0.427) 

Occ: Technical 0.12 0.167 0.149 0.167 0.149 
(3.968) (3.516) (3.975) (3.524) 

Occ: Clerk 0.18 0.206 0.0187 0.021 0.018 
(0.534) (0.484) (0.538) (0.487) 

Occ; Crafls. 0.19 0.024 0.025 0.025 0.025 
(0.740) (0.735) (0.746) (0.741) 

Occ;Operative 0.12 0.069 0.058 0.069 0.058 Occ;Operative 
(1.90) (1.590) (1,905) (1,585) 

Occ;Service 0.041 0.019 0.00157 0.0198 0.0015 
(0.343) (0.027) (0.341) (0,025) 

N 8677 8677 8677 8677 8677 
Adjusted R~ 0.8337 0.8323 0.8337 0.8323 

t-stutistics in parcnlhcscs. 
Construction industry and laborer occupation arc left out. 
1-xpccted weekly benefits and expected total benefits are calculated by calculating the weekly 
benefits according to state Ul l.aw provisions (in calculations of total benefits it is assumed that 
the worker is exhausting the maximum duration ofthe Ul benefits) and then multiplying these 
values with the probability of receiving Ul benefits in each state. 
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decrease by $0.55. So. for a typical worker, a one dollar increase in the expected weekly 

benefit causes a $0.55 decrease in weekly wages. 

Similarly, when the annual total of the expected UI benefit variable is used in the 

specification, the coefficient is. again, negative and statistically significant. A one dollar 

increase in the total expected UI benefits causes a 0.009% decrease in weekly wages. For 

the calculation of total expected benefits it is assumed that the unemployed person is 

exhausting the UI benefit duration which is around 26 weeks. So basically, using the total 

expected benefit instead of weekly expected benefit only presented a scale effect, 

yielding the same conclusion as weekly benefits. On average this implies that a one dollar 

increase in total expected benefits, assuming that the worker is exhausting the maximum 

duration of the UI benefits, cause a $ 0.53 decrease in weekly wages. Generally, even 

though the state UI provisions are very heterogeneous in terms of their provisions but the 

maximum duration of the benefits are almost always around 26 weeks. Therefore, a 0.009 

% decrease in wages due to a dollar increase in total benefits yields the same result as a 

dollar increase in weekly benefits. 

The unemployment rate of the labor market does not have any statistically 

significant impact on wage rates indicating no compensating wage differential for 

unemployment risk across samples. 

The coefficients of experience and experience squared presents a concave 

earnings function, when the education squared variable is included in the regressions. The 

coefficient of the "urban", and "SMSA" variables are positive but not statistically 

significant. 
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[ndustr\' and occupation dummy variables are included to capture the wage 

differences that might occur across industries and occupations. The dummy variables for 

"construction" industry" and "laborer" occupation are excluded from the regression so that 

their impact on wages show up in the constant term. 

4.4. Conclusion 

The theory of compensating wage differentials rests on the theory of hedonic 

prices. According to the theory of hedonic prices, if a firm undertakes a program to 

reduce risk of any kind, it must reduce wages to remain competitive. Thus, forces on both 

the employer and worker side of the market tend to cause low risk to be associated with 

low wages (in this case the layoff risk) and high risk to be associated with high wages, 

holding other things constant. 

This paper presented evidence that the costs of mandatory UI are shifted to 

covered workers in the form of lower wages. For empirical purposes since other 

nonpecuniary aspects of jobs are not observable, it can be concluded that at least wage 

rates respond to the benefit from mandatory unemployment insurance. Empirical findings 

in this paper support the negative impacts of UI benefits on monetary compensations. The 

results, however, do not support the presence of compensating wage differentials against 

higher unemployment rate in the worker's region, holding individual characteristics 

constant. 



Endnotes 

' In order to be in the sample an individual has to be in these categories across all 

" The results from the Random Effects specification yielded similar results. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

This dissertation brought together empirical analyses of compensating wage 

differentials under different institutional frameworks and from three different time 

periods. First the late nineteenth century labor markets are analyzed to understand the 

precautionary saving motives of working-class households. In the absence of any kind of 

government mandated social insurance programs, results from the analyses of the labor 

markets in the late nineteenth century supported the presence of compensating 

differences against expected unemployment risk. Workers and their households in two of 

the three samples were able to save within the year to hedge against unemployment that 

was predictable. However, this does not imply that unemployment did not create any 

financial distortion. When faced with unexpected unemployment workers dissaved or 

used other sources to compensate for the decreased income. Similarly, even though 

workers were able save for expected numbers of days lost due to sickness prevailing in 

their industry, unanticipated sickness also contributed to a statistically significant 

reduction in saving at the end of the year. Earnings from wages were the major 

determinant of their armual saving, and family members working for wages, and home 

ownership also contributed to saving significantly. 

The Great Depression initiated Unemployment Insurance after the enactment of 

the Social Security Act in 1935. During the introductory years of UI. unemployment was 

high and labor markets were in crises. Following the analysis of the pre Ul era labor 

markets, the origins and the introductory years of UI are analyzed by also taking into 

consideration other social insurance programs that were present at the time namely 
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workers' compensation and compensation for occupational diseases. Workers 

compensation laws were in effect in most of the states starting from the 1910*s. During 

the time in consideration Florida and South Carolina also adopted the law leaving only 

Mississippi without a workers" compensation law. Again during this time period, some 

states changed their workers' compensation laws to include occupational diseases under 

the law. Empirical results from analyzing up to seventy different industries in 

manufacturing in forty-eight different states of the United States for 1933-1939 showed 

that UI benefits during its infancy did not have a statistically significant impact on wage 

rates. Workers' Compensation Laws which were in effect since the 1910's. however, 

continued to show a negative and statistically significant impact on wages. Also, higher 

accident rates, limited working hours and higher regional cost of living had a positive 

impact on wage rates. Inclusion of occupational diseases under workers" compensation 

laws did not yield a statistically significant impact on wages. 

Finally the analysis of the micro level modem data from the National 

Longitudinal Survey of Youth for the labor force participants in the industries covered by 

the UI laws between 1979-1993 supported the negative impact of expected UI benefits on 

wage rates. Holding individual characteristics, industry and the occupation of the worker 

constant, an increase in expected benefits decreased weekly wages significantly. The 

unemployment rate for the labor market of the worker, however, did not have a 

statistically significant impact on wages. The analysis was carried both at a regional level 

( North East. North Central. South, and West) using the actual UI benefits received by 

workers who experienced an unemployment spell and at the state level by calculating the 
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benefits according to the provisions of state UI laws. UI law provisions differed 

significantly across states in terms of the percentages, minimum and maximum weekly 

benefit amounts, however in almost ever\' state the duration of receiving UI benefits is 

twenty-six weeks. Results remained the same when different specifications of expected 

UI benefits are used. 

Results from examining wage data in different time periods indicate the 

importance of the underlying institutional framework when analyzing empirical tests of 

theories. Observations from this study suggest that fiiture research should analyze wage 

data from the early 1940's to see the impact on wages after UI was fully implemented. 

Furthermore, inclusion of other non wage benefits like Workers" Compensation. 

Compensation for Occupational Diseases, and Social Security in the human capital 

analyses of wages using the NLSY data may provide a better understanding of the impact 

of non wage benefits on monetary compensations. 



APPENDIX I 

Occupation and Industry Categories Used in the Regressions 

Maine. 1890 
Industries: 
I - Carpenters skilled 
2- Rough 
3- Masons 
4- Tenders 
5- Painters, skilled 
6- Painters, unskilled 
7- Blacksmiths 
8- Machinists 
9- Common Laborers 
10-Teamsters 
II - Barbers 
12- Hostlers 
13- Stevedores 
14- Brick Makers 
15- Harness Makers 
16- Railroad hands 
17- Ship Builders 
18- Icemen 
19- Saw Mill 
20- Cotton Mill Hands 
21-Woolen Mill Hands 
22- Shoemakers 
23- Paper Makers 

Occupations: 
Skilled: 
Carpenters skilled. Painters skilled. Machinist 
Laborer: 
Rough, Common laborers. Stevedores. Railroad hands. Icemen. 
Craftsmen: 
Mason, Blacksmiths, Brick Makers. Harness Makers. Ship Builders. Shoemakers. 
Papermakers. 
Service: 
Tenders. Barbers. Hustlers. 
Unskilled: 
Painters unskilled. 
Operatives: 
Teamsters, Saw Mill, Cotton Mill hands. Woolen Mill Hands. 
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Kansas. 1896 

Industries 

1 - Baker 
2- Bartender. Cook. Hotel Porter. Waiter 
3- Barber 
4- Blacksmith 
5- Bleacher 
6- Boiler-maker 
7- Bookbinder. Pressman. Printer. Stereotyper 
8- Bookkeeper 
9- Brakemen. Conductor. Engineer. Firemen. Loco. Engineer. Loco. Fireman. 

Motorman 
10- Broom-maker 
11-Butcher 
12- Cabinet-maker 
13- Car Builder, Carriage maker 
14-Carpenter 
15-Cigar maker 
16-City firman. Civil Engineer. Under-sheriff. Street com'r. Police, Solicitor. Teacher 
17- Coal miner 
18-Com. Traveler. Traveling Agent. Salesman. Retail Clerk 
19-Cooper 
20-Com. Traveler. Druggist. Pharmacist 
21 - Flour packer. Grain buyer. Miller 
22- Gripman 
23- Guard. Watchman 
24- Gunsmith 
25- Harness maker 
26- Horseshoer 
27- Jeweler 
28- Laborer, Stationary Fireman 
29- Machinist, Millwright. Stat'y engineer 
30- Marble cutter. Stone cutter. Stone mason 
31-Molder 
32- Painter, Paper Hanger. Plasterer 
33- Plumber 
34- Reporter 
35- Shoemaker 
36- St. rly. Conductor 
37-Tailor 
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Occupations: 
Craft: 
Baker. Blacksmith. Boiler maker. Bookbinder. Broom maker. Butcher. Cabinet maker. 
Carpenter. Gunsmith. Harness maker. Horseshoer. Jeweler. Marble Cutter. Miller. 
Millwright. Molder. Plumber. Pressman, Printer. Sec. Foreman. Shoemaker. St. rly. 
Conductor, Stat'y engineer. Stonecutter. Stone mason. Tailor. 

Operatives: 
Bleacher. Car builder. Carriage maker. Cigar maker. Coal miner. Gripman. Loco. 
Fireman, Motorman. Painter. Paper hanger. Plasterer, Rly. Employee, Stat'y firemen. 
Switchman. 

Skilled: 
Brakeman, Conductor, Cooper. Machinist. 

Sales: 
Grain buyer. Salesman 

Service: 
Barber, Bartender, City Firman, Cook, Fireman, guard. Hotel Porter, Police, Porter. Street 
Com'r, Under sheriff. Waiter. Watchman. 

Professional: 
Civil Engineer. Com. Traveler. Druggist. Engineer. Pharmacist. Reporter. Solicitor. 
Teacher, Telegraph Operator, Traveling Agent. 

Clerk: 
Bookkeeper, Retail Clerk, Shipping Clerk. 

Laborer; 
Laborer. Flour Packer. 

Kansas 1899 

Industries: 
1- Railway Employees 
2- Building Trades 
3- Barbers 
4- Butchers 
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5- Cigar Makers 
6- Stationary Engineers 
7- Stationary Fireman 
8- Leather Workers 
9- Mill Workers 
10-Coal Miners 
11-Miscellaneous 
12-Office Help 
13-Printers 
14-Retail Clerks 
15-Teachers 

Occupations: 
Skilled: 
Brzikeman. Brakeman &Conductor. Conductor. Ext. Conductor. Machinist. 

Craftsmen. Foremen: 
Extra Engineer. Yardmaster. Blacksmiths. Track Foreman. Carpenters. Stone Masons and 
Bricklayers. Tinners, Butchers. Stationary Engineers. Printers. 

Operatives; 
Loco. Fireman. Fore'n Switchman. Frt. Brakeman, Pass. Brakeman. Railroad Brakeman. 
Trackmen. Painters, Plasterers. Teamsters. Cigar makers. Stationary Fireman. Leather 
Workers. Mill Workers. Coal Miners. 

Professionals: 
Loco. Engineer, Agents and Telegraph Operators. Teachers. 

Laborers 
Work in yard. Laborers. 

Service: 
Barbers 

Clerk: 
Office help. Retail Clerks. 

Miscellaneous. 



APPENDIX 2 

Constructing the Expected Benefit Variable 

For Workers' Compensation, the expected benefit measure used in the wage 

regression in Chapter 3 is calculated as the probability of an accident multiplied by the 

present value of the stream of benefits paid to the worker if he were to experience an 

industrial accident, following Fishback and Kantor (1995). Workers" Compensation 

provisions classify accidents into four broad categories: death, permanent total disability, 

permanent partial disability, and temporary disability. For the analyses, death and 

permanent partial disabilities are merged together. Loss of a hand is used to represent 

permanent partial disabilities. Also it is assumed that a temporary disability would leave 

the worker disabled for thirty-five days. Benefits for each category are calculated based 

on the national average manufacturing weekly wage. Then, national accident rates are 

used to calculate the probability of an accident in each categorv'. By weighting each type 

of benefit with the probability of occurrence and summing them up together, the 

expected benefits are calculated. 

State statutes and various issues of the Monthly Labor Review are the sources for 

the provisions of state laws. For each benefit category, the present value of the stream of 

benefits is calculated using continuous discounting and a 5 percent interest rate. 

(However, the results remained the same when the calculations were made with 10 

percent discounting). Besides weekly benefit amounts, state statutes provide the 
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maximum amount that a worker can receive. If that amount was reached, the maximum 

amount of the weekly payments was used in the calculations. Each state has a different 

waiting period. >Vlien calculations were made, waiting periods were also taken into 

consideration. Furthermore, if the law changed within the year, then the weighted average 

of the benefits calculated under the old and new law was used. 

Similarly for the UI benefit variable, again the state UI laws were used to 

determine when the laws were going to be in effect and for the weekly benefit amounts. 

Even though UI benefits had a shorter duration (13-17 weeks historically, and around 26 

weeks in the I980"s). the values were still discounted using continuous discounting and 5 

percent interest rate. Since for all of the states the UI benefits payments did not start until 

after 24 months of employer contribution to the UI fund, both the date when the 

employers started paying contributions and the date when workers started receiving the 

contributions were used. 
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